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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS 
Murray State University 
Apri 1 27, 1985 
The Board of Regents of Murray State University met April 27, 1985, 
in special session, in the Board Room, Wells Hall, on the campus of the 
University. The meeting was called to order at 1:35 p.m., CST, by Chairman 
Richard L. Frymire. Mr. Dean Ross, Campus Minister, opened the meeting with 
prayer. 
The following members were present: Mr. Tom Baumgarten, Mr. William E. 
Beasley, Mr. Richard L. Frymire, Dr. Melvin Henley, Mrs. Irma LaFollette, 
Mr. Wendell Lynch, Mr. Jere McCuiston, Mr. Frank Nichols, and Mrs. Virginia 
Strohecker. Mr. James W. Cooke was absent. The Chairman stated a quorum 
was present to conduct business. 
Present for the meeting were Dr. Kala M. Stroup, President of the 
University; Mrs. Patsy R. Dyer, Secretary of the Board; Dr. Thomas B. 
Hogancamp, Treasurer of the Board and Vice President for Administrative 
Services; Vice President for Academic Affairs James L. Booth; Vice President 
for Student Development Frank Julian; Vice President for University Relations 
and Development David Perrin; University Attorney James 0. Overby; Assistant 
to the President Cathy Cole; Assistant to the President for Legislative 
Affairs and Budget Don Kelly; Faculty Senate President Dick Usher; Staff 
Congress President Joyce Gordon; Student Government Association President 
Willis Davis; visitors and members of the news media. 
Agenda 
• 
The following agenda was presented for the meeting: 
1. Call to Order 
Agenda 
Meeting of the Board of Regents 
Murray State University 
Apri 1 27, 1985 
2. Minutes of the Meeting of the Board held February 16, 1985 
3. Report of the President 
A. BSA Museum Trustees Meeting 
B. Rifle Team, NCAA Championship 
C. Update on Position Searches 
4. Report of the Treasurer 
Quarterly Financial Report - July 1, 1984--March 31, 1985 
5. Report of the Chairman 
6. Recommendations for Tenure 
7. Recommendations for Promotion 
1. 
8. Recommendation for Vice President for Finance and Administrative Services 
9. Recommendation for Dean of the College of Education 
10. Recommendation for Head Basketball Coach 
11. Recommendation for Director of Development 
12. Recess for Committee Meetings 
A. Academic Affairs 
Criteria for Regents Teaching Awards 
2. 
B. Audit 
Recommendation for firm to complete the 
19B4-85 Audited Financial Statement 
C. Buildings and Grounds 
Capital Construction Projects 
13. Committee Reports 
A. Academic Affairs 
B. Athletic 
C. Audit 
D. Buildings and Grounds 
E. Development 




I. Student Life 
14. Report of the Alumni Association 
15. General Action 
A. Personnel Changes 
B. Report of Dean of Admissions and Registrar 
16. Other Business 
17. Information 
A. Activities of Commencement Weekend 
18. Adjournment 
Minutes of the Meeting of the Board held on February 16, 1985, Approved 
Dr. Henley moved that the Minutes of the Meeting of the Board held 
February 16, 1985, be approved. Mr. Nichols seconded and the motion carried. 
Report of the President 
President Stroup distributed packets of information containing the Murray 
State University Times, April 1985, stated that we will be sending this to 
alumni and friends of the University on a periodic basis, and called attention 
I 
I 
to the article entitled, "Superior ACT Scores Indicate Excellence of Freshman I 
Class, '' and to the reprint of The Paducah Sun editorial entitled, ''MSU was 
Ahead of Reform Move," which was written in response to an article on general 
education requirements by Dean Ken Harrell. 
President Stroup recapped the meetings on campus this weekend stating 
that on Thursday, April 25, the executive committee of the Board of Trustees 
of the MSU Foundation met; on Friday morning, April 26, the Joint Investments 
Committee met with Regents Wende 11 Lynch (by virtue of his position as Chairman 
of the Regents Finance Committee) and Frank Nichols members of that Committee. 
Two members of the Foundation Trustees and two members of the Alumni Executive 




forms the investment policies of the Foundation. Also on Friday morning, an 
executive session was held on non-affiliated or affiliated status of the 
Foundation. On Friday afternoon, the meeting of the Board of Trustees of the 
Foundation was held. At that time special tribute was paid to Dr. Hogancamp 
when Chairman Harry Lee Waterfield announced that a scholarship has been 
established in his honor in recognition of his dedication and the building of 
the Foundation. This morning with our seminar, we started on our extensive 
development enterprise. 
She expressed appreciation to Joyce Gordon and the Staff Congress for 
their efforts in setting up the Staff Recognition Day, which consisted of 
recognizing staff employees who are retiring this year and presented 
certificates to employees who have served 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 years. 
The committee has designed a special pin for individuals who have been with 
us for fifteen plus years. She stated it was long overdue and our way of 
saying "thank you" to the staff for their hard work for the University. 
3. 
On April 10, the Board of Trustees of the National Museum of the Boy 
Scouts of America met on campus. We had full attendance and a very profitable 
meeting. They were impressed with the building, pleased with the plan for the 
Museum, and the Boy Scouts made a commitment to make a substantial contribution 
to the Museum. 
Since our last meeting, we have been preparing the 1985-86 University 
Budget and working on the biennial budget for 1986-88. The procedures for 
the biennial budget are that we assemble the data on campus, bring to the 
Board of Regents, and then submit to the Council on Higher Education and to 
the Governor's Office. 
Regarding the national searches this year, we have several recommendations 
on the agenda today. She pointed out that the search for Dean of the College 
of Business and Public Affairs has been reopened. 
In terms of our planning effort, the campus Tomorrow Commission has been 
meeting and took part in Lt. Governor Beshear's Kentucky 2000 Statewide 
Conference. 
Report of the Treasurer 
Dr. Hogancamp presented the attached Financial Report for the· period 
July 1, 1984 through March 31, 1985. 
(See Attachment #1) 
Promotions, Approved 
Upon the recommendation of the President, Mr. Beasley moved that the Board 
of Regents approve the following faculty for promotion to the respective rank 
effective August 1, 1985: 
Name Department Promoted To 
Tom Vanarsdel Music Assistant Professor 
Patsy Nichols Office Admin. & Business Educ. Associate Professor 
Jerry Speight Art Associate Professor 
Stephen Brown Music Associate Professor 
Sam Minner Special Education Associate Professor 
Richard Hazler Educational Leadership & Couns. Associate Professor 
Kenneth Fairbanks Mathematics Associate Professor 
Charles Steffen History Associate Professor 
Thomas Kind Geosciences Professor 
Mrs. Strohecker seconded and the. motion carried. 
James E. Cofer named Vice President for Finance and Administrative Services 
President Stroup reviewed the history of the vice presidency and the 
qualifications of Mr. Cofer. 
Mr. Baumgarten moved that the Board of Regents upon the recommendation of 
the President of the University approve the appointment of James E. Cofer as 
Vice President for Finance and Administrative Services and Assistant Professor 
of Murray State University effective May 1, 1985, at an annual salary of $51,000. 
4. 
Mr. Lynch seconded and the roll was called with the following voting; Mr. 
Baumgarten, yes; Mr. Beasley, yes; Dr. Henley, yes; Mrs. LaFollette, yes; Mr. 
Lynch, yes; Mr. McCuiston, yes; Mr. Nichols, yes; Mrs. Strohecker, yes; and 
Mr. Frymire, yes. Motion carried. 
Dr. Janice F. Weaver named Dean of the College of Education 
President Stroup reviewed the recommendation or Dr. Janice F. Heaver for 
Dean of the College of Education. 
Mr. Baumgarten moved that upon the recommendation of the President the I 
Board of Regents approve the appointment of Dr. Janice F. Weaver as Dean of the 
College of Education and Professor of Education effective July 1, 1985, at an 
annual salary of $52,000. 
Mr. Beasley seconded and the roll was called with the following voting: 
Mr. Baumgarten, yes; Mr. Beasley, yes; Dr. Henley, yes; Mrs. LaFollette, yes; 
Mr. Lynch, yes; Mr. McCuiston, no; Mr. Nichols, yes; Mrs. Strohecker, yes; and 
Mr. Frymire, yes. Motion carried. 
Steve J. Newton named Head Basketball Coach 
President Stroup reviewed the recommendation of Steve J. Newton for Head 
Basketball Coach. 
Dr. Henley moved that the Board of Regents upon the recommendation of the 
President approve the appointment of Steve J. Newton as Head Basketball Coach 
and Assistant Professor of Murray State University, effective April 1, 1985, 
at an annual salary of $40,250. 
Mr. McCuiston seconded and the roll was called with the following voting: 
Mr. Baumgarten, yes; Mr. Beasley, yes; Dr. Henley, yes; Mrs. LaFollette, yes; 
Mr. Lynch, yes; Mr. McCuiston, yes; Mr. Nichols, yes; Mrs. Strohecker, yes; 
e~nd Mr .. Frymire, yes. Motion carried. 
Don C. Kelly named Director of Development 
President Stroup reviewed the qualifications of Mr. Kelly for Director of 
Development and stated that the Board of Trustees of the MSU Foundation on 
April 26, named Don C. Kelly as Executive Director of the MSU Foundation 
effective May 1, 1985, and that this would be a joint appointment with the 
University's portion of the salary to be $40,000 per year for Director of 
Development. 
Mr. Beasley moved that the Board of Regents upon the recommendation of the 
President aPprove the appointment of Don C. Kelly as Director of Development 
effective May 1, 1985, at an annual salary of $40,000. 
Mr. Nichols seconded and the roll was called with the following voting: 
Mr. Baumgarten, yes; Mr. Beasley, yes; Dr. Henley (absent from the room for 
the roll call); Mrs. LaFollette, yes; Mr. Lynch, yes; Mr. McCuiston, yes; 
Mr. Nichols, yes; Mrs. Strohecker; yes; and Mr. Frymire, yes. Motion carried. 
Willis Davis, President of Student Government Association, Introduced 
At the Chairman's request, Mr. Baumgarten introduced Willis Davis, recently 
elected President of the Student Government Association, and stated that as Mr. 
Davis is a resident of Tennessee, an election for Student Regent will be held 
May 2, 1985. 
Mr. Davis stated he would be pleased to work with ithe student elected to 
serve as Student Regent. 
Executive Session 
Mr. Nichols moved that the Board convene in executive session to discuss 
a personnel matter. Dr. Henley seconded and the motion carried. The executive 







Th~ meeting reconvened in public session at 2:25 p.m. and the Board 
recessed for meetings of the Audit Committee and Academic Affairs Committee 
at 2:30 p.m. The meeting reconvened for business at 2:55 p,m. 
Committee Reports 
Academic Affairs - Mrs. LaFollette 
Mrs. LaFollette complimented the University on the ACT scores and noted 
that natural sciences ranked the highest. She stated that Tom Baumgarten is 
graduating and called on Mr. Baumgarten to give his opinion of the University 
and the quality of the education. 
5. 
Mr. Baumgarten stated he was very proud of Murray State and the commitment 
of the faculty and administration, and that for the most part students are 
very proud of their school and believe they receive quality teaching. 
At the request of Mrs. LaFollette, Dr. Booth reviewed the criteria for 
the Regents Awards for Excellence in Teaching and stated that this represents 
an initial approach and the procedures may be refined for next year. 
On behalf of the Academic Affairs Committee, Mrs. LaFollette moved that 
the Board approve the criteria and selection procedures as outlined for the 
Regents Awards for Excellence in Teaching. 
(See Attachment #2) 
Mr. McCuiston seconded and the motion carried. 
Audit - Mr. McCuiston 
At the request of the Audit Committee, Dr. Hogancamp outlined the proposal 
of James R. Meany & Associates to perform the independent audit of the financial 
records and accounts of Murray State University. He stated this is the third 
yea,r of a three-year bid contract that was awarded to James R. Meany & 
Associates, that the total fee for 1985 is $41,200, and is comprised of four 
allocati.ons: University accounts and House Bill 622--$27,000; CPB Grant--$2,500; 
Department of Education Financial Aid Programs--$6,700; and OMB Circular A-110 
examination--$5,000; Total $41,200. He further stated this total fee is $3,440 
less than t~e total audit fee paid for 1984. 
Mr. McCutston moved that the Board accept the proposal by James R. Meany & 
Associates, P.s.c., Certified Public Accountants, Bowling Green, Kentucky, to 
perform the 1985 audit of the financial records and accounts of Murray State 
University for a total fee of $41,200. Dr. Henley seconded and the roll was 
called wi'th the following voting: . Mr. ;Baumgarten,:yes;·Mr. ~Beasley, yes; Dr. 
Henley, yes; Mrs. LaFollette, yes; Mr. Lynch, yes; Mr. McCuiston, yes; Mr. 
Nichols, yes; Mrs. Strohecker, yes; and Mr. Frymire, yes. Motion carried. 
Athleti.c - Dr. Henley 
Dr. Henley stated the Athletic Committee has not met pending completion of 
the Report of the Commi'ssi.on on Intercollegiate Athletics. The Committee will 
meet on Thursday, May 2, 1985, in Hopkinsville, to receive the Report of the 
Commi.ssi<;m on Intercollegiate Athletics. 
Chairman Frymire thanked the members of the Commission on Intercollegiate 
Athletics for their efforts. 
Buildings and Grounds, passed 
Development - Mr. Beasley 
Mr. Beasley called attention to the Planned Giving Seminar conducted this 
morning by Mr. Charles Collier and stated that the employment of Don Kelly as 
Director of Development will start our program on a new beginning. 
Mr. McCuiston left the meeting. 
6. 
Faculty/Staff- Mrs. Strohecker 
Mrs. Strohecker stated that on April 17, 1985, she met with Joyce Gordon 
and the Staff Concerns Committee of the Staff Congress and that she has 
discussed those concerns with President Stroup. 
Mr. Lynch reported that the Finance Committee has been working with the 
President and her staff on preparing the Budget for 1985-86. For the Finance 
Committee, Mr. Lynch moved that the Board approve the attached University 
Budget for 1985-86. 
(See Attachment #3) 
Mr. Beasley seconded and the roll was called with the following voting: 
Mr. Baumgarten, yes; Mr. Beasley, yes; Mrs. LaFollette, yes; Mr. Lynch, yes; 
Mr. McCuiston, absent; Mr. Nichols, yes; Mrs. Strohecker, yes; and Mr. Frymire, 
yes. Motion carried. 
Mr. Lynch reported that the Finance Committee would like to make a recom-
mendation in regard to establishing the salary for the President of Murray 
State University for the coming year. In making the recommendation, the 
Finance Committee hoped that it would keep the President's salary in line not 
only with the responsibilities that she has, but also in line with the other 
universities in the Kentucky system. At the present time, we are not in line 
and the recommendation the Committee makes today is not going to bring us in 
line, but the Committee feels it is a step in a positive direction and believes 
it would be within the means of the University. The President's salary is 
presently at $66,300 per year. The Finance Committee recommends that we make 
a $3,000 adjustment retroactive to July 1, 1984, and a 3% increase be added to 
that for the coming fiscal year, to an annual salary of $71,300. Mr. Lynch 
stated the Finance Committee is unanimous in its recommendation and moved 
that the Board establish President Kala M. Stroup's salary at $71,300 per year 
effective July 1, 1985. 
I 
Mr. Beasley seconded and the roll was called with the following voting: I 
Mr. Baumgarten, yes; Mr. Beasley, yes; Dr. Henley, yes; Mrs. LaFollette, yes; 
Mr. Lynch, yes; Mr. McCuiston, absent; Mr. Nichols, yes; Mrs. Strohecker, yes; 
and Mr. Frymi·re, yes. Motion carried. 
Investments - Mr. Nichols 
Mr. Ni. cho 1 s stated that he met with the other members of the Joint 
Investments Committee yesterday and was impressed with the fine work done in 
investments of the Foundation. He stated most investments are in Treasury 
issues and those investments covered by FDIC and/or in COs are not over 
$100,000 in any one institution or document. The average yield for the last 
twelve months was 10.89%. 
Student Life - no report. 
Chairman Frymire stated that Rex Thompson, MSU Alumni Association President, 
could not be here, and there is no report from the Alumni Association. 
Personnel Changes, Approved 
President Stroup recommended approval of the attached Personnel changes. 
(See Attachment #4) 
Mr. Beasley moved that the Board of Regents upon the recommendation of I 
the President approve the Personnel Changes as attached and labeled Cancel 
Saboatical Leaves, Leaves without Pay, Appointments, and Summer Professional 
Development Grants and Instructional Improvement Grants. 
Mr. Ni cho 1 s seconded and the ro 11 was ca 11 ed with the fo 11 owing voting: 
Mr. Baumgarten, yes; Mr. Beasley, yes; Mrs. LaFollette, yes; Mr. Lynch, yes; 
Mr. McCuiston, absent; Mr. Nichols, yes; Mrs. Strohecker, yes; and Mr. Frymire, 
yes. Motion carried. 
Report of the Dean of Admissions and Registrar, Approved 
Upon the recommendation of the President, Mr. Nichols moved that the Report 
of the Dean of Admissions and Registrar listing the applicants for degrees to be 




Mrs. Strohecker seconded and the motion carried. 
Lisa Dianne Chandler 
Scott Alan Coleman 
Bryan Andt·ew Crain 
Patsy Greenfield Edwards 
Thomas Michael Hardison 
James Scott Martin 
Rebecca Jo Mattingly 
Adelbert E. Benetua 
Tracy L. Bennett 
Wayne S. Cathey 
Terry Morgan Edwards 
Melissa Ann Farris 
Karme'l Ann Galusha 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS 
Teresa Gay McClanahan 
Rita Diane·McCuiston 
Donita W. Parrish 
Teresa A. Ragsdale 
Shirley G. Scott 
Susan Mary Stockbridge 
Tracy Gail Walker 
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE 
David W. Jones 
Kimberly Renee Gunter Pace 
Mark F. Read 
Geurin Earl Rockwell 
Jeffrey S. To on 
Dennis Keith Webb 
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE IN VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL EDUCATION 
DeAnna Kaye Banister 
Bryan Todd Broyles 
Stephen Daniel Clapp 
Clarizza Maria Fox 
Debra Lynn Haller 
Kenneth Joe Hines 
Lezlie L. Hite 
Karen Hixon 
Pamela Yvette Hourigan 
Douglas Jefferson James 
Raymond C. Graff 
Michael K. Hewitt 
Samar W. Mahfoud 
Valerie Gail Martin 
Ronald Dale Oliver, Jr. 
Khader Abdel-Hadi 
Robert Steven Adlich 
Jill Jennings Akridge 
Kim Anderson 
Brian Dale Ashley 
Cheetah Lea Babb 
John Stevens Baggett 
Bonnie Jill Bailey 
Jerry Lynn Lovett 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Francisco Javier Jobson 
Jeffery Lynn King 
J. Kevin Koehler 
Connie Jo McPherson 
John Dalton Pennington 
Laura Gayle Petersen 
Joyce Ann Ready 
Lou Ann Siegel 
Tracey L. Turner 
Kimberly Ann Whitten 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
Dale Alan Stephens 
Anita Jeanette Newby 
Lynn Pesoat Warren 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION 
Douglas Keith Roberts 
Gray A. Scaglione 
Craig Brady Teer 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Lisa Darlene Bailey 
Bert Timothy Barnes 
Thomas Edward Baumgarten 
Donald L. Bell 
Lisa Ann Be 11 
Robert Rhea Berryman, Jr. 
Gene Biby 
Louis A. Biehslich 
7. 
8. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (Continued) 
Susan Mitchell Boeschel 
Susan Marie Alba Boone 
Julie Collins Boyd 
Richard Michael Bryant 
Sally Ann Buchanan 
Karen Ann Buck 
Loren Wesley Burger, Jr. 
Kathy Sue Burgess 
Sara Ann Burrows 
Mark Stephen Bushart 
Lee A. Butler 
Elaine Inez Byrd 
Anna Michelle Cain 
Mark Lenon Cain 
Dennis Gerald Canter 
Tamara Lynn Canter 
Crystal Ann Canty 
Catherine Carson 
Joseph Edward Carter 
Danny Eugene Cavaness 
Don G. Christian 
Terry Linn Cleaver 
Joan Louise Cmarik 
Renita Kaye Cole 
Stacey Cole 
Cheryl L. Collier 
Clayton E. Conroy 
Carla Ann Coomes 
Delia Annette Copeland 
Noel Thomas Coplen 
Cynthia D. Cossey 
Ernest Dean Cossiboom, Jr. 
Deren Jay Cowan 
Jeffrey Lin Cozart 
David Wallace Crowder 
Kelly A. Crowell 
Marcia Kaye Cunningham 
Mark Wayne Cunningham 
Vicki A. Czarnomski 
Stacey Irvin Darnall 
Jeffrey Keith Davidson 
Judith Kozac Davis 
Mark Edward Derridinger 
Daniel Thomas Dipiazzo 
Igonikoniyi Inko Dokubo 
Leslie Marie Donaldson 
Brent Darrell Doolittle 
John Dwight Dorman 
Carla Fay Dossett 
Dirk Douglas Downen 
Steven N. Durham 
Stacy Ruth Dyer 
Michael Doyle Eddings 
John Williams Edgar, Jr. 
Craig Steven Eichelman 
Mansour Einbakhsh 
Terry Glynn Ellegood 
Harriet Deneise Ellis 
Jeffrey Joseph Emerson 
Eric Lee Emery 
Kelly Lynne Evans 
Steven Byrnes Fairchild 
Michael Leonard Fears 
Michael Gregory Filbeck 
Geraldine L. Fischer 
Rita Ann Fisk 
Kevin Dwayne Fleischmann 
Diane Hardin Fondaw 
Wins ton Ford 
Kelly Jean Foster 
Rebecca Parker Frizzell 
Guy H. Furr 
Michael W. Gallamore 
Cynthia F. Garner 
Danny James Garland 
Lori Ruth Garland 
Sandra J. Gibson 
Cynthia Geneva Gilbert 
Bradley Earl Gilkey 
Debra Kay Glover 
Belinda Anne Gooch 
Michael Lee Gough 
James Robert Griffin, III 
Kevin B. Guthrie 
Kathy Sue Haire 
Kirk G. Hamsley 
Susan Jean Hardesty 
Timothy Alan Harover 
Brian C. Harper 
Teresa Carolyn Harwood 
Gregory B. Haslett 
Treina Hastings 
Sherry Sue Hayes 
Joseph Brian Haynes 
Donna Beth Helton 
Amelia Lyell Herndon 
Gregory Lynn Herndon 
Kristi Gold Higdon 
David Wayne Higgs 
Susan Weeks Hines 
Terri Lynn Hise 
Susanna Marie Hodges 
William E. Hogancamp 
Jena Lee Hoke 
Mark Anthony Holloway 
Rebecca Kay Holtzclaw 
Thomas J. Hood 
Lisa Renee Hooks 
Rodger P. Hopp 
April Lynn Horning 
Helen S. Hounshell 
Patrick F. Hughes 
Robert Huth 
Deborah Lee Jarvfs 
Katrina Marie Jerger 
Darrell R. Johnson 
LaDonna Carol Johnson 
Marcia K. Johnson 
Robert Stephen Johnson 
Scott Andrew Johnson 
Wilma Diane Watkins Johnson 
Michael David Joiner 
Frank R. Joly, Jr. 
David W. Jones 
Karen Lynn Jones 
Kelly J. Jones 
Mary Ell a Ka 1 er 
Andrea Michelle Kasinger 
Kevin Barton King 
Me 1 ody Kay King 
Deborah Anne Kirchdorfer 
Renzie Lynn Kirk 
Patrice Marie Klobe 
Rhonda Bea Knieriem 
Emmy L. Krempasky 
Sallie Marie Kries 
Michael Stephan Lafser 
Kevin S. Lasher . 
Charles C. Laster, Jr. 
Beverly Ann Latham 
Mark Vincent Lathem 







BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (Continued) 
Jimmy Keith Latta 
Jennifer Ann Laws 
Karen Denise Lee 
Danny Merrell Leslie 
Sherry Lynn Levi 
Vicky Ann Linzy 
Michael Ernest Long 
Bruce Robert Lundmark 
DeVona Kaye Lynch 
Kimberly Lee Lynn 
Candy Maddox 
Samir W. Mahfoud 
Gina Diane Marraccini 
James Douglas Marshall 
Leslie Karen Mattingly 
Thomas David Maudru 
Randall D. Mayfield 
Kate McClure 
Steven Lynn McCoy 
Stanley Harold McDaniel 
Laurie McKinney 
Robert H. McMillan 
Teresa Louise Meehan 
Janice Jo Melton 
Alicia Ann Merritt 
Kathleen Luella Meyer 
Craig R. Meyers 
David Lawrence Mikulcik 
Ann Ade 11 Mi 11 s 
Sandra Anne Minor 
Anna Frant Miserendino 
Brian Karn Mitchell 
Thomas L. Montgomery 
Jane Jo Moore 
George D. Moorman, Jr. 
Carol Ruth Morehead 
Tracy Kaye Murphy 
Melissa Hawkins Myers 
Robert G. Myers 
Kent Ayers Northcutt 
John P. Oglesby, Ii 
Rebecca Kaye Owen 
Barbara Block Palmer 
Monty Francis Parrish 
Stanley Boyd Paschall 
Timothy Howell Paschall 
James Russell Patterson 
Marc Craig Peebles 
Keena Peek 
Ann Frances Perry 
Robert L. Polak 
Allen White Pool 
Tamyra Jean Poore 
Carol Ann Powell 
Margaret Elizabeth Powell 
Julie A. Pranger 
Karen Hubert Price 
Anthony Prowe 11 
Tina Gaye Ratterree 
Mark Franklin Read 
Kimberley Lane Reed 
Jeffrey Kent Reeves 
Randy Alan Reeves 
Joanne Mayo Rice 
Billy E. Richeson 
Christopher Ewing Riddle 
Charles M. Rivenburgh 
Ronald B. Rives 
Mark Allen Roberts 
Joseph Alexander Rose 
Laura Ellen Runge 
Karen Ann Russo 
Janis Marie Ruth 
Cathy S. Samuels 
Robert Douglas Scott 
Suzanne Seavers 
Ellen F. Seeley. 
Kevin Brent Self 
Gregory A. Sexton 
Farzin Sharanbinalou 
Jo Ann Shoemaker 
Mark Eugene Sickling 
Matthew Alan Sickling 
Mark A. Simmons 
David Bradley Sizemore 
Audrey Suzan Slayden 
Gary F. Slayden 
Martin A. Smelser 
Sandra Kaye S~ith 
Tanya Lane Smith 
Nelson Larue Sosh 
Tomash E. Sowards 
Johnny Lynn Spears 
Deborah Rena Stairs 
Tracy Lee Steele 
Lana Jill Stembridge 
Gena LeAnn Stephenson 
Kimberley Kay Stewart 
Michelle Jean Stigall 
Nona Bazzell Tabers 
Loretta Downey Tabor 
Nezmaldin Taghavi 
Laurie A. Taylor 
James W. Thomas 
Robert Steven Thomas 
Angela Thompson 
Annell Denise Tolle 
Linda Pearl Tolley 
Robert William Tomb 
Jeffrey S. Toon 
Mark A. Toon 
Derek Shane Towery 
Dranda Kay Trimble 
Logan Clay Trimble 
Larry James Tuck 
Beth Anne Burton Twenhafel 
Susan Jane Campbell Underwood 
Rose Marie Vaeth 
Candis Lenay Coats VanDyke 
Cheryl L. Vanover 
Charles A. Wade 
Jerry Joe Wade 
Karen Deanne Wagner 
Kathy Watson 
James C. Webb, Jr. 
Sheila Lee Webster 
Kathy LaVern Wells 
James William Wempe 
Joy Rhea Dunn Wheeler 
Thomas Todd White 
Daniel Franklin Whittaker 
Shari Tarver Wilkins 
Donna D. Williams 
Freeman Stanley Williams 
9. 
10. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (Continued) 
Stacy Dawn Williams 
Timothy Lee Williams 
Andrew Tod Wilson 
Randal H. Wilson 
Rebecca Ann Wood 
Susan Patricia Wooten 
Mark Anthony Wright 
Louis Zimmerman 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURE 
Michael Wayne Blankenship 
Robin Ashley Buckley 
Randell Allen Cullen 
Richard D. Farris 
Norma Kay Frazer 
Veronica S. Gibson 
Lesroy Christopher Grant 
Kim M. Hazlett 
Kevin Elbert Henderson 
Kimberly Jean Hobbs 
Paula Ann Hopkins 
Mary Mehaffey Jennings 
Randal L. Jerrell 
Darrell Gerard Jones 
Robert Joseph Klueppel 
Carol Ann Loiselle 
Shyre Rene Messick 
Bob Allen Middleton 
Walter Michael Moore 
Brenda Kay O'Donnell 
Ann Marie Olsen 
Diane Teresa Rader 
Joseph Curtis Ramsey 
Byron Stephen Rogers 
Kris A. Rudd 
Robert D. Rye 
Douglas Kent Stafford 
Eugene M. Stratton, Jr. 
James David Stricklin 
Gary Lane Taylor 
Brien Carl Terry 
Mischa Lynn Towell 
Patricia Susan Wharton 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
Brenda Ellen Adams 
Paula Marie Adams 
Susan Michele Alsobrook 
Belinda Rae Babbs 
Douglas Keith Bartlett 
Beth Anne Barton 
Pamela Ellen Bean 
Christine Rene Bearden 
Maurie S. Bedwell 
Nancy Anne Bernstein 
Leslie Mills Bizzle 
Christopher Joe Bland 
Kathy Ann Bohle 
Lee Chantelle Bondurant 
Linnea Rose Brammer 
Michael Kevin Bryant 
Billie Kay Burton 
Bruce M. Burton 
Tamara L. Cain 
Sherri Ann Cissell 
Robbie Letisia Clark 
Randall Coomes 
Janine Costa 
Thomas G. Dassel 
Chloe Anne Deweese 
Katherine Ruth Drury 
Susan Lee Duncan 
Norman J. Dziendziel 
Gregory Kent Eli 
Paul Anderson Finley 
Richard Neal ·Flamm 
Kris Ann Fondaw 
Teresa Marie.Francisco 
Ann Elizabeth Freels 
James Ray Pearson Fritz 
Li ta Ann Gough 
Melanie E. Griffin 
Pat Michael Guariglia 
Carol C. Hamilton 
Lea Anne Harrison 
Sheri Ellen Hart 
Penny Lynn Heath 
Todd William Hickrod 
Jeff Hicks 
Sheila Louise Hill 
Richard A. Hodge 
Brenda Carole Hawkins. 
Deborah Elizabeth Hudson 
Susan M. Hunt 
Robert L. Jackson 
Pamela L. Jennings 
Melissa K. Johnson 
Kevin Dale Jones 
Deborah Lynn Keane 
Clayton Timothy Kennedy 
Larry Darnell Kennely 
Danny R. Kerley 
Cynthia Hurt Kinsey 
Vicki Lynne Lafoon 
Danny A. Lamb 
Jeffrey Allen Lewellyn 
Laura Catherine Litchfield 
Bruce Wayne Littrell 
Jean Elizabeth Maddock 
Laura Ann Mahoney 
Kim Rene Masterson 
Andreas Mavrokordatos 
John Lawrence Mayolo 
Jennifer Lynn McCormick 
Dean Scott McCrory 
Donald Wayne McCuiston 
Thomas Dale McWherter 
Eric Paul Miller 
Jonathan Marc Minnen 
Terry J. Minuth 
Cynthia Joan Montgomery 
Tammy L. Morris 







BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS (Continued) 
David S. Murphy 
Laura Lynn Nalley 
Gregory Scott Nichols 
Lisa Thompson Nichols 
Don S. Nickum, Jr. 
Kevin Arthur Norman 
Linda Christine Odom 
Mark Lawrence Paris 
Jeffrey Allen Pugh 
Maureen Alicia Rankine 
Charles Michael Rann 
David Keith Richardson 
Nancy Spencer Richardson 
Eric McKinley Rogers 
Christopher Leon Royster 
Mark A. Rubley 
Martine Lane Sanders 
Bryan Keith Shelton 
Russell Madison Sloan 
Melinda Gail Stone 
Julie Gaye Stratemeyer 
Carol J. Street 
Jeffrey Allen Summerville 
Brian William Taylor 
Samuel Bradley Thompson 
Eric Wesley Umstead 
Margie Elaine Underhill 
Jon Dewayne Walker 
Franklin Stewart Warren 
Kimberly Sue West 
Roger A. Wheeler, Jr. 
Tonya Renee Wheeler 
Mark Louis Whitis 
Michael David Zoeller 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HOME ECONOMICS 
Sherry L. Buch 
Tamberly McCoy Bullock 
Marsha 0. Cochran 
Linda R. Crossland 
Lori Ann Farris 
Donna M. McCarty 
Kelly Ann McKenzie 
Melinda G. Milton 
Sheri Emmert Murphy 
Kimberly D. Owens 
Jane Matthews Phillips 
Susan Kay Russell 
Angela Jean Smith 
Mary E. S tee 1 e 
Debra Suber 
Kelle Ann Warden 
Andrea Fawn Wells 
Mary Gertrude Yokel 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 
Shelley J. Akin 
Karen Lynn Alexander 
Linda Louise Angel 
Cindy Annette Bagby 
Melinda A. Baker 
Lindy Patricia Bridwell 
Mary Ann Butler 
Regina Ann Byrd 
Dana Elaine Chapman 
Sidney Webb Davenport 
Mary M. Thomas Dowell 
Linda Ann Elliott 
Martha Alice Gray 
Lori Kay Gulledge 
Catherine Anna Hanekamp 
Dianna Hobbs Hayden 
Tamara Marret Hodges 
Tanya Rene Jackson 
Deborah Lynn Keller 
Patsy Kay Paschall Kimbro 
Scott Murray Bower 
Vicky J. Chambers 
Maria McChesney Flynn 
Laura Ann Lynn 
Barbara Karen Malinauskas 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Peggy Robinson Lively 
Angela Kaye Lloyd 
Raina Victoria Lowe 
Cheryl Ann Luigs 
Christina Lynn Mackin 
Jeanne Marie McCarraher 
Barbie McClellan 
Mary Angela Mi].ler 
Laura Lou Worthman Noel 
Lynne Webb Outland 
Sandy Owens 
Cecelia Anne Payne 
Gloria Jean Quarles 
Johnna Renee Tucker Ridley 
D. Lyne Risinger 
Jennifer A. Ruf 
Hannah Teresa Shaw 
Naomi Baker Simpson 
Beth Moore Sykes 
Wendy Lynn Thompson 
Reid Parish 
Lane Thomas Schmidt 
Luanne Smith 
Carolyn Ann Turner 
William Leon Wade 
Lacinda Belt Young 
11. 
12. 
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION 
Rama C. Austin 
Freda L. Caldwell 
Cathy Benson Chandler 
Jo Ann Cooksey 
Cindy Major Dunn 
Melinda Hancock Fleming 
Vickie Lane Fox 
Beverly Paschall Fridy 
Deanna Gayle Frye 
Geraldine Flowers Johnson 
Teresa Faye King 
Nancy Ellen Major 
Sheila Hughes Meeks 
Susan Gray Reynolds 
Kaye Craig Robbins 
Janice Kay Rose 
Shirley Ann Small 
Kani Jo Spencer 
Claude Edward Tucker 
Jill Sara Wagner 
Carla P. Watson 
Vicki Lynn Weatherford 
MASTER OF ARTS IN COLLEGE TEACHING 
John William Aldridge 
Joseph P. Connor 
Clyde Ramey Cunningham 
Roy David Derr, Jr. 
Jane Gillen Garrett 
Perry Gene Gasperini 
Michael A. Chell 
Masoud Alikhani 
Harvey Plummer Appleman 
Dale Whitney Ayer 
Lisa E. Barnese 
Mark Franklin Boone 
Mary Ann Bratton 
Deborah Faye Brown 
David Lynn Bugg 
Sandra Majella Burke 
Brian Todd Burnett 
Doron Lee Claiborne 
Be linda A. Dalton 
Dayid Lynn Day 
Matthew Alan Dillman 
Wi.ll i am Evans 
Rene A. Fraser 
Patricia Watson Gantt 
Peggy Seward Gasser 
Karl Edward Wuest 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Lloyd Hugh Glovier 
Robert Casey Harris, Jr. 
Catherine M. Schaefer 
William Edward Thompson 
Lisa Michaele Whittle 
Thomas Edward Willoughby 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
Patti Rae Webb 
Ronald Allan Weigelt 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
J. Michael Lahm 
Amir H. Lahooty 
Douglas Kent Latham 
Terry McCutcheon 
Ruth Ann Montgomery 
Jimmie L. Noe 
Maria M. O'Carroll 
Scotty Ray Parsons, Jr. 
Eileen McPhillips Portner 
Kimberly Kay Querrey 
Randal L. Reid 
Karen Janette Reynolds 
John Wade Robinson 
Morteza Sadat-Hossieny-Khajoei 
Faramarz Sahabi 
Timothy B. Savage 
Abolfazl Gholamimehrabadi 
Gholam Reza Ghorbani-Kharaji 
William A. Hall, Jr. 
Jennifer Mitchell Severns 
William Bradford Taylor 
Stephannie Sue Tebow 
Gina Lorraine Thomas 
Deborah Lucretia Veazey 
Dorothy Marie Hart 
Saeed Hashemi. 
Gregory Hodges 
Harris Lee Howard 
Patricia Lynn Jachowicz 
Cheryl Lynn Jackson 
Kathy Jean Andrews 
Kirk Douglas Ware 
Dwight Edward Watson, Sr. 
Henry Allen White 
Marcia Jane Winstead 
David Michael Woodruff 
Wright 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 
Jenny Ross Johnsonius 
Wilma J. Langham 
SPECIALIST IN COLLEGE TEACHING 









President Stroup stated that a meeting of the Buildings and Grounds 
Committee was needed today in order to prepare a listing of capital con-
struction priorities for the next biennium for action by the Board on May 11, 
and stated that at the conclusion of this meeting, she would like to have a 
meeting with the Board to brief them on proposed capital construction 
projects. 
President Stroup distributed a listing of activities to be held 
Commencement weekend and invited members of the Board to participate in as 
many as they wished. 
Tenure, Granted 
Mrs. LaFollette moved that upon the recommendation of the President the 






All an Beane 
Sam Minner 






Department of Computer Studies 
Department of Management & Marketing 
Department of Music· 
Department of Educational Leadership 
& Counseling 
Department of Special Education 
Department of Special Education 
Department of Sociology & Anthropology 
Department of Engineering Technology 
Department of Engineering Technology 
Department of Home Economics. 
Department of Mathematics 
*based upon the assurance by Ms. Conover that she will complete 
the terminal degree by the beginning date of her fall contract, 
August l, 1985. 
Mrs. Strohecker seconded and the motion carried. 
Chairman Frymire requested that as many members as could remain after the 
meeting for discussion on buildings and grounds. 
Statement by the Chairman 
To faculty, staff, and administrators, Chairman Frymire stated that this 
Board has been very much concerned about what we consider to be inadequate 
pay for our faculty, staff, and administrators. I guess if we could wave a 
magic wand and have about $2 million more, we could spend it for well deserved 
salartes, ~e are pretty much locked into what State Government is doing 
concerning salaries. In my judgment, before the situation changes, there is 
going to have to be considerable work done on a grassroots basis throughout 
the State of Kentucky. Members of the General Assembly sometimes have the 
weakness of being able to see only one squirrel at a time, and the squirrel 
thts year is public educati.on at the lower level. I don't think they are 
going to look much beyond that unless it is brought to their attention. We 
can talk to the individual senators and representatives, but it has to be 
more than members of boards and faculty members ta 1 king. It has got to be 
a movement, if you please. 
I really don 1t see anyone picking up the cause of higher education at 
thts point. ·I don'·t see the Council on Higher Education doing it; I don't 
see the General Assembly doing it; I don't see members of the general public 
doing tt. I think this is something that this Board and we as individuals 
need to do. It is very important that whatever we do, we do as a Board. I 
wanted to potnt out to you that we are very much concerned about your salaries, 
your li.velihood, and the impact on your families. I think it should be a 
very hi,'gh priority of this Board and future members of this Board in getting 
ready for the next legislative session. I simply do not think that people 
in general are aware in the slightest of your problem and your needs. I 
don't think they have any concept of the disparity of your pay with that in 
other states. I don't think they have any idea about the migration of good 
people from this institution. 
14. 
I wanted to express to you our concern, our dedication to the problem, to 
do our share of educating the general public and members of the General Assembly 
as to your needs, and hopefully, you also will not be bashful in articulating 
your needs. 
Meeting Adjourned 
Upon motion by Mr. Beasley, seconded by Mr. Baumgarten, the meeting 
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Murray State University 
April 27, 1985 
Vice-president for administrative services 
Murray, Kentucky 42071 (502) 762-3773 
President Kala M. Stroup and 
Members of the Board of Regents 
Murray State University 
Murray, Kentucky 42071 
Dear President Stroup and Members of the Board: 
Submitted herewith is the Third Quarter Financial Report for 
Murray State University for the 1984/85 fiscal year. The 
report covers the period July 1, 1984 through March 31, 1985, 
and includes the following financial information: 
1. Summary of Budget Adjustments 
2. Statement of Current Unrestricted Funds 
a. Revenues by Source 
b. Expenditures by Function 
c. Other Changes 
3. Statement of Current Unrestricted Fund Balance 
a. Net increase in fund balance - current fiscal year 
b. Fund balance, June 30, 1984 
c. Fund balance, March 31, 1985 
d. Allocated fund balance (June 30, 1984 allocations) 
e. Unallocated fund balance, March 31, 1985 
4, Detailed Schedule of Current Unrestricted Revenues 
a. Education and General 
b. Expenditures by Function 
5. Statement of Current Restricted Funds 
a. Revenues by Source 




Dr. Kala M. Stroup 
and Members of the 
Board of Regents 
April 27, 1985 
Page Two 
This report includes the Current Fund only and has been prepared 
to meet generally accepted fund accounting principles and the 
reporting standards of the Council on Higher Education. 
Respectfully submitted, 
~wt. a. rrwaa.J 
Judith A. Morgan 
Interim Director 
Accounting & Budgetary Control 
:Jt~ /J. du~;J 
Thomas B. Hogancamp d 
Vice President 
Administrative Services and Treasurer 
mb 
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: MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
• 
Summary of Budget 
I Adjustments July 1, 1984 -- March 31' 1985 
Adjusted 
Original Adjustments/ Budget Per 
REVENUES Budget Revisions Report 
Educational & General $ 35,691,110 $ $ 
Border County Tuition 1,531,938 
KTRS 1,048,141 
Farm Revenue 300' 116 
Workstudy--(Restricted) (300,000) 
Prior Year Carryover* 1,175,047 
Total Educational & General 35,691,110 3,755,242 39,446,352 
Auxiliary EnterErises 6,123,746 
Workstudy--(Restricted) (52 ,408) 
Prior Year Carryover* 100,240 
Total Auxiliary Enterprises 6,123,746 47,832 6,171,578 
TOTAL REVENUES $ 41,814,856 $ 3,803,074 $ 45,617,930 
• 
EXPENDITURES 
I Educational & General 35,691,110 KTRS 1,048,141 Workstudy--(Restricted) (300,000) Farm Expenditures 300' 116 
Scholarship-Border County 1,531,938 
Prior Year Carryover* 1,175,047 
Total Educational & General 35,691,110 3,755,242 39,446,352 
Auxiliarl EnterErises 6,123,746 
Workstudy--(Restricted) (52,408) 
Prior Year Carryover* 100,240 
Total Auxiliary Enterprises 6,123,746 47,832 6,171,578 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $ 41,814,856 $ 3,803,074 $ 45,617,930 
* Prior Ye.ar Carryover is· equal to actual balances brought forward to fiscal 
year 84/85 from 83/84 to date. 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
Statement of Current Unrestricted 
• 
Revenues by Source 
Expenditures by Function 
I and Other Changes For the Period July 1, 1984 -- March 31, 1985 
REVENUES 
Adjusted Fiscal Year Actual 
Budget Actual % Budget 
Educational & General 
Tuition & Fees (Note 1) $ 9,121,783 $ 8,851,146 (97) 
State Appropriation (Note 2) 27,067,441 21,863,581 (81) 
Indirect Cost Reimbursement 157,200 69,296 (44) 
Sales & Service -- Ed. 
Departments 423,066 248,391 (59) 
Other Sources 1,501,815 769,614 (51) 
Prior Year Carryover (Note 3) 1,175,047 -0- N/A 
Total Educational & General 39,446,352 31,802,028 (81) 
Auxiliarr Enterprises 
Food Service 2,978,325 2,987,049 (100) 
Housing Service 2,527,300 2,564,674 (101) 
Curris Center 104,500 90,079 (86) 
Miscellaneous 76,000 35,765 (47) 
• 
Interest Revenue - H & D Rev. 140,000 47,896 (34) 
Transfer 'from H & D Renewal 
I & Replacement (Note 5) 140,000 -0- N/A Intrafund Transfers (Note 6) 105,213 113 '628 (108) Prior Year Carryover (Note 3) 100,240 -0- N/A Total Auxiliary Enterprises 6,171,578 5,839,091 (95) 
TOTAL REVENUES $ 45,617,930 $ 37,641,119 (83) 
EXPENDITURES AND MANDATORY 
TRANSFERS 
Educational & General (Note 7) 
Instruction 15,586,590 10,708,601 (69) 
Research 162,343 106,752 (66) 
Public Service 2,129,415 1,541,390 (72) 
Library 1,496,817 1' 072 '185 (72) 
Academic Support 1,554,308 1,170,251 (75) 
Student Services 3,385,634 2, 748,220 (81) 
Institutional Support 5,063,046 3,256,699 (64) 
0 & M of Plant 5,426,049 3,961,035 (73) 
Scholarships (Note 1) 2,174,618 2,329,492 (107) 
Educational & General 
Expenditures 36,978,820 26,894,625 (73) 
Mandatory transfers for: 
._ 
Principal & interest (Note 4) 1,765,163 1,577,528 (89) 
Intrafund Transfer (Note 6) 105,213 113,628 (108) 
Unassigned 597,156 -0- N/A 




.Statement of Current Unrestricted 
Revenues by Source 
Expenditures by Function 
and Other Changes 
March 31, 1985 







Mandatory transfers for: 
Principal & interest (Note 4) 
Total Auxiliary Enterprises 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES AND 
MANDATORY TRANSFERS 
OTHER TRANSFERS AND 
ADDITIONS/(DEDUCTIONS) 
Nonmandatory Transfers: 
Transfer from Plant Funds 
Transfer to Plant Funds 
Net Nonmandatory Transfers 


















































Note 1. Border County scholarships of $1,531,938 have been included as tuition 
revenue and scholarship expenditures. This amount is· $35,678 for Summer 
II, 1984, $782,243 for Fall, 1984 and $714,017 for Spring, 1985. 
Note 2. KTRS in the amount of $1,048,141 is reflected as state appropriation and 
is distributed by functional category·based on actual expenditures to date. 
Note 3. Budget revisions for Prior Year Carryover are based on actual balances 
brought forward to date from fiscal year 83/84 of $1,175,047 and $100,240 
for Educational & General and Auxiliaries respectively. Prior Year 
Carryover is not a 84/85 fiscal year actual revenue and will not be 
disclosed as a current year revenue in the year end annual financial 
report. The amounts are only disclosed for management and budgeting 
purposes. 
Note 4. Additional debt service in the amount of $187,635 and $81,468 for Con. Ed. 
and H & D respectively have been paid from excess reserves held by our 
trustee. The last debt service for H & D for fiscal year 84/85 has been 
made. The last debt service for Con. Ed. for fiscal year 84/85 has been 






Statement of Current Unrestricted 
Revenues by· Source 
Expenditures by Function 
and Other Changes 
March 31, 1985 
NOTES: 
Note 5. This source of budgeted funds is actually a non-mandatory transfer 
from Plant Funds to Current Funds, and at year end will not be 
disclosed as a current year revenue but disclosed as a increase in 
Current Fund's fund blance under section "OTHER TRANSFERS AND ADDITIONS/ 
(DEDUCTIONS)" in the STATEMENT OF CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, 
AND OTHER CHANGES. 
Note 6. The intrafund transfers from Con. Ed. to H & D are budgeted for Student 
Union Building fees and facility rental of $51,250 and $53,963 respec-
tively. The essence of the two intrafund transfers is to transfer funds 
from Con. Ed. to H & D within the Current Unrestricted fund. Thus, the 
transfers do not increase or decrease the year end annual financial 
report's current unrestricted fund balance. 
Note 7. Outstanding Encumberances as of March 31, 1985 for Educational & General 




MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
Current Unrestricted Fund Balance 
July 1, 1984 -- March 31, 1985 
Current Unrestricted Revenues (Notes 1 & 2) 
Current Unrestricted Expenditures (Note 2) 
Mandatory Transfers for Debt Service 
Non-Mandatory Transfers: 
Transfers from Plant Funds (Note 3) 
Transfers to Plant Funds (Note 4) 
Net Increase/(Decrease) in Fund Balance-Current Fiscal Year 
Fund Balance - June 30, 1984 
Fund Balance - ~larch 31, 1985 




Change and Other Funds 
Prior Year Account Balances 
Renovation Project Balances Carried Forward 
Diagnostic Lab Balance 
Operating Budget of Subsequent Years 
Total Allocated 
Unallocated 










Note 1. Prior Year Carryover of $1,275,287 is not included. 
Note 2. Intrafund Transfers of $113,628 are excluded. 
Note 3. The transfers from plant funds are as follows: 
a. Fund grant matching from CERR 
b. Central Pedestrian Mall residual funds 
c. Elizabeth Roof residual funds 
d. Outdoor Racquetball & Paddle Tennis Courts 
e. Carman Pavillion 
f. Fund computer upgrade from CERR 
g. Transfer from H & D Repair & Mtn. Fund 
Note 4. The transfer to plant funds is as follows: 

























MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
Schedule of Current Unrestricted Revenues 
July 1, 1984 -- March 31, 1985 
Educational & General (Note 1) 
Tuition and Fees 
Fall Tuition 
Spring Tuition 
Summer II 1984 Tuition 
~liscellaneous Tuition 
Student Athletic Fee 
Student Activity Fees 
Other Course Fees 
Total Tuition and Fees 
State Appropriations 
MSU 
Breathitt Veterinary Center 
KTRS 
Total State Appropriations 
Indirect Cost Reimbursement 
Fed./State Indirect Cost Reimbursement 
Teacher Loan Cancellation 
Pell Administration 
Commonwealth Work Study Overhead 
Total Indirect Cost Reimbursement 
Sales & Services--Educational Departments 
MSU News Advertising 
Speech & Hearing Fees 
Nursery School Fees 
Industrial Arts Supplies 
Chemistry Breakage 
Testing Fees 
Breathitt Veterinary Center Fees 
GED 
Adult Learning Center 
Art Workshops 
Art Cash Sales 
Jesse Stuart Collection 
Summer Writing Workshop 
University Farm 
Total Sales & Services--Educational Departments 
Other Sources 
Library· Fines· 






Long Distance Telephone 
Facility Rental 
Other Revenue 















































'schedule of Current Unrestricted Revenues 




Other Sources (Cont'd) 
Athletic Game Revenue 
Athletic Guarantees 
Extraordinary Athletic Receipts 
Athletic Concessions 
Return Check Charge 
Alumni Placement Fee 
Fund for Academic Excellence 
Post Office Contract 
Summer Youth 
Livestock & Exposition Center 
Summer Theatre 
Project Apollo 
Wickliffe Mounds Research Center 
Wickliffe Mounds Gift Shop 
SGA Radio Station 
National Student Exchange 
VA Ed. Report 
Post Office ·sox Rent 
Con. Ed. Revenue Fund Interest 
Total Other Sources 
Total Educational & General 




Miscellaneous (Note 2) 
Interest Revenue-H & D Revenue Fund 
Total Auxiliary Enterprises 
































Note 1. Prior Year Carryover of·$1;175;047 and $100,240 for Educational & 
General and Auxiliaries respectively are not included. 





MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
Statement of Current Restricted 
Revenues By Source 
& 
Expenditures By Function 






Grants & Contracts 
Total Federal Funds 
State Grants & Contracts 
Other Grants & Contracts 
TOTAL CURRENT REVENUES 
EXPENDITURES 








0 & M of Plant 
Scholarship/Financial Aid 
Total Educational & General 
Auxiliary Enterprises 




































Note 1. Outstanding Encumberances as of March 31, 1985 for restricted 





THE REGENTS' AWARDS 
FOR 
EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING 
Attachment #2 
The Regents' Awards for Excellence in Teaching have been instituted as an annual 
effort to honor, in each college, a faculty member who in the judgment of peers 
deserves recognition as an exemplary teacher. The awards are not intended as a 
means of identifying the six best teachers at Murray State University but are 
instead a mechanism for acknowledging and rewarding commitment to teaching. 
The faculty have been asked to select recipients of the awards. Each department 
will choose nominees, and from among these nominees will be named the six 
collegiate recipients. The following paragraphs describe the criteria on which 
the awards are to be based as well as procedures that departments and colleges 
should follow in selecting nominees and recipients of the awards. 
The Criteria 
There is no single definition or measure of excellence in teaching, which neces-
sarily accommodates a range of styles, temperaments, and approaches. For this 
reason, the criteria by which the awards are to be made should be based on the 
following general categories: 
(1) classroom performance 
(2) concern for students 
(3) academ~c advising 
2 
The interpretation of these areas and the application of criteria appropriately 
reside with the faculty members selecting this year's recipients of the awards. I There are nevertheless certain generally accepted indices of excellence in teaching--within the broader categories of classroom performance, concern for students, and advising--that faculty may wish to take into account in determining the awards. 
These include: 
I 
* An apparent interest in and enthusiasm for teaching 
* The regular revision of courses so that they reflect the current 
state of the discipline 
* Accessibility to students and responsiveness to their needs for 
special assistance 
* A conTnitment of the necessary time and effort to assist students in 
making sound, infonned choices of courses and specializations 
* The careful planning and organization of one's teaching 
* A willingness to adapt methods and materials appropriately for 
varying courses, levels of students, and class sizes 
* The conscientious, frequent, and prrnnpt provision of constructive 
assessments of student performance 
* A capacity for stimulating interest in and enthusiasm for the 
subject matter among students 
* The production of students well grounded in the essential tools and 
concepts of the discipline 
Departmental Selection Procedures 
Each department should select one candidate for the award and one representative to 
serve on the co 11 egi ate se 1 ecti on contnittee. The faculty sen a tor of each department 
wi 11 be responsible for convening a departmenta 1 faculty meeting to determine depart-
menta 1 procedures for the se 1 ecti on process. 
l. All faculty teaching full time (as defined by the college) are eligible to be 
nominated for the award; departmental chairmen are not eligible. 
2. Departmental nominees for the award may be selected in either of two ways: 
3. 
a. through open nominations, in departmental meetings; 
b. through written nominations 
All persons whose names appear on the faculty senate departmental voting rosters 
of teaching faculty are eligible to vote in the departmental elections. 
Once departmental nondnees are identified, the department should select its can-
didate by secret ballot. A department may choose to use either a preferential 










As soon as the departmental candidate for the award has been selected, the 
department should choose its representative to the college selection co1~nittee 
from among those persons 1 is ted on the Faculty Senate Roster. This represen-
tative should also be chosen by secret ballot, using a simple majority procedure. 
The names of candidates for the award and representatives to the college 
conmittee should be submitted to either of the college's members on the 
coordinating committee by April 12, 1985. 
follegiate Selection Procedures 
1. The elected representatives from the departments in each college will comprise 
the college selection committee. 
2. A collegiate member of the coordinating conunittee will convene the collegiate 
connni ttee during the week of April 15, 1985, and preside over the election of a 
chairman. The collegiate conunittee will then begin the process of selecting 
recipients for the awards. Names of collegiate recipients should be sent to 
Dr. Booth by ~1ay 1 , 1985. 
3. Departmental candidates for the award should assure that the following materials 
are submitted to their collegiate selection co111nittee: 
a. a list of courses that the candidate has taught, by semester, for the 
current year and the two previous academic years; 
b. a letter from a colleague within the candidate's department that addresses 
the candidate's strengths in the criteria areas of classroom performance, 
concern for students, and academic advising; 
c. A one-page letter from the candidate, assessing the candidate's strengths 
in each of the three criteria areas. 
4. In reviewing departmental candidates, collegiate conmittees should seek additional 
information from candidates, beyond the three mandatory items listed above. Such 
infonnation might include specific results of student evaluations, alumni opinions, 
details of the candidate's i nvo 1 vement in advising, samp 1 e course syllabuses, 
illustrative instructional materials, or grade distributions. College conunittees 
may also choose to interview departmental candidates. 
5. If a conmittee decides to conduct interviews, all candidates from the college 
should be interviewed. Interviews should be of equivalent length and structure 
and should focus on the candidates' credentials in relation to the three criteria 
of classroom perfonnance, concern for students, and academic advising. 
6. The committee should satisfy itself that each candidate's credentials are 
thoroughly examined and considered in open discussion by the who 1 e contni ttee. In 
its deliberations, the committee should keep in mind that all of the sources of 
information on teaching perfonnance are inexact measures and at best merely 
suggestive of the quality of a faculty member's teaching. Whatever sources of 
infonnation a committee chooses to consider, it should attempt to avoid giving 
undue weight to any single source and to apply selection criteria consistently 










Recipients of college awards should be selected through seiret ballot of the 
entire corunittee, using either a preferential voting system or a simple majority procedure. 
Collegiate conunittees may seek assistance from the coordinating cormri ttee in 
clarifying procedures or in conducting balloting. 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Upon receipt of the collegiate recommendation and supporting materials and following 
a review of the selection process Dr. Booth will forward the recommended recipients 
to the Academic Affairs Committee of the Board of Regents, to the Chair of the Board 
and to the President. Should the Academic Affairs Committee approve the recommended 
recipients, the name of the recipient from each college will be forwarded to the full Board for their approval. 
Recipients of the Regents Award for Excellence in Teaching will receive the award 
during the Commencement ceremony, May 11, 1985. 
~ .. I 
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BUDGET 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
JULY 1, 1985 - June 30, 1986 
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Board of Regents 2-16000 
1390 Professional Liability Insurance 3,000 3000 General Operating Expenses 8,000 3600 Travel--Departmental 7,000 
3990 Miscellaneous 1,000 
TOTAL 11,000 
President's Office 2-16001 
1000 Salaries 209,777 1200 Fringe Benefits 26,877 
1210 FICA Matching 12,977 
1221 KERS Matching 2,582 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 10,771 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 547 
1680 Student Wages 3,410 2320 Repair to Equipment 250 I 2325 Maintenance of Equipment 2,430 3000 General Operating Expenses 13,350 3210 Office Supplies 1,600 
3285 On Campus Printing 2,000 
3600 Travel--Departmental 9,500 
3990 Miscellaneous 250 
TOTAL 256,094 
Legal Services 2-16005 
1000 Salaries 56,708 1200 Fringe Benefits 6,739 
1210 FICA Matching 
.f3,788 
1221 KERS Matching 1,019 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 1,795 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 137 1390 General Liab. Insurance 300 2325 Maintenance of Equipment 1,080 3000 General Operating Expenses 3,030 3210 Office Supplies 430 
3285 On Campus Printing 600 
3600 Travel--Departmental 1,000 
I 3820 Subscriptions--Law Library 1,000 3810 Association Dues 90 3990 Misc.-- License Fee 125 TOTAL 68,072 
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FINANCE & ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES 
Vice President's Office 2-16004 
1000 Salaries 98,936 
1200 Fringe Benefits 12,746 
1210 FICA Matching 6,194 
1221 KERS Matching 961 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 5,386 
1240 Emp 1 oyee Life Insurance 205 
1680 Student Wages 3,280 
2320 Repair to Equipment 15,000 
3000 General Operating Expenses 10,485 
3210 Office Supplies 300 
3285 On Campus Printing 550 
3600 Travel--Departmental 1,500 
3605 Travel--Employee Training 5,000 
I 3990 Mi see 11 aneous 3,135 TOTAL 140,447 
Accounting & Financial Services 2-16030 
1000 Salaries 292,688 
1101 Salary Credit--Aux. Servs. -58' 138 
1200 Fringe Benefits 55,941 
1210 FICA Matching 20,781 
1221 KERS Matching 7,583 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 26,414 
1240 Emp 1 oyee Life Insurance 1,163 
1680 Student Wages 10,150 
2325 Maintenance of Equipment 5,385 
3000 General Operating Expenses 7,650 
3210 Office Supplies 3,935 
3285 On Campus Printing 815 
3600 Travel--Departmental 2,900 
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Purchasing and General Services 2-16008 
1000 Salaries 267,518 1101 Salary Credit--Aux. Servs. 
-29,069 1200 Fringe Benefits 59,586 1210 FICA Matching 18,994 
1221 KERS Matching ll, 082 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 28,210 
1240 Emp 1 oyee Life Insurance 1,300 
1680 Student Wages 5,400 2230 Rental of Equipment I ,720 2420 Freight and Parcel Post 3,750 3000 General Operating Expenses 6,900 3210 Office Supplies 2,200 
3285 On Campus Printing 2,300 
3600 Travel--Departmental 2,400 
TOTAL 315,805 
Personnel Services 2-16009 I 
1000 Salaries 82,088 1101 Salary Credit--Aux.Servs. 
-29,069 1200 Fringe Benefits 13,087 1210 FICA Matching 5,828 
1221 KERS Matching 830 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 6,155 
1240 Emp 1 oyee Life Insurance 274 
1680 Student Wages 2,280 2550 Advertising 2,000 3000 General Operating Expenses 2,590 3210 Office Supplies 730 
3285 On Campus Printing 1,000 3600 Travel--Departmental 860 3991 Misc.--Secretarial Pool 
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1000 Salaries 61,973 
1200 Fringe Benefits 14,119 
1210 FICA Matching 4,400 
1221 KERS Matching 2,264 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 7,181 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 274 
1680 Student Wages 18,695 
2320 Repair to Equipment 66,600 
2410 Postage 124,000 
2414 Postage--Mass Mail Center 45,000 
~.l<. :z.o Telephone Credit--H&D -312,070 
2622 South Central Services 140,000 
2623 Installation & Moving Chgs. 23,000 
2624 KATS Service 239,715 
2625 ITS--Equipment Charges 355,820 
2626 Incoming WATS Service 20,000 
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Campus Safety 2-16012 
1000 Salaries 190,516 
1200 Fringe Benefits 41,560 
1210 FICA Matching 12,210 
1221 KERS Matching 8,851 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 19,747 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 752 
1680 Student Wages 27' 100 2260 Carpool Rental 14,000 
2320 Repair to Equipment 2,000 
3000 General Operating Expenses 9,000 
3210 Office Supplies 650 
3285 On Campus Printing 850 
3600 Travel--Departmental 1,000 
3990 Miscellaneous 6,500 
3991 Misc.--Parking Decals 2,500 
TOTAL 286,676 
I ComQuting and Information S~stems 2-16013 
1000 Salaries 383,241 
1200 Fringe Benefits 54,681 
1210 FICA Matching 27,210 
1221 KERS Matching 4,442 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 21 ,798 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 1,231 
1680 Student Wages 8,200 2251 Computer Hardware Rental 92,230 
2252 Computer Software Rental 75,000 2340 Computer·Maint. (Contractual) 67,150 
2345 Computer Maint. (General) .r 4,500 
2741 Credit--Comp.Serv.(Instruction) 
-250,000 
3000 General Operating Expenses 4,255 
3210 Office Supplies 575 
3285 On Campus Printing 680 
3600 Travel--Departmental 3,000 
3310 Data Processing Supplies 16,500 
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University Support Services 2-16031 
1000 Salaries 134,406 
1200 Fringe Benefits 30,713 
1210 FICA Matching 9,543 
1221 KERS Matching 6,262 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 14,362 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 547 
3000 General Operating Expenses 3,575 
3210 Office Supplies 1,350 
3285 On Campus Printing 800 
3310 Data Processing Supplies 525 
3600 Travel--Departmental 900 
6010 Furniture & Office Equipment 
(Typewriters) 15,000 
TOTAL 183,695 
I Office Machine Repair 2-16032 
3000 General Operating Expenses 3,000 
3341 Credit--E&G Materials -6,500 
3342 Credit--Aux.Materials . -1,000 
3393 Office Machine Supplies 10,500 
TOTAL 3,000 
Upholstery Shop 2-16033 
3000 General Operating Expenses 3,000 
3341 Credit--E&G Materials -6,000 
3342 Credit~-Aux.Materials -4,000 
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Group Medical Insurance 
Employee Life Insurance 
Rental of Uniforms 
Student Hages 
Carpool Rental 
Ca rpoo 1 Credit 
Motor Vehicle Supplies & Parts 
Motor Fuels & Lubricants 
Credit--DOT 
TOTAL 
MSU Staff Congress 2-16041 
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1000 Salaries 121,411 
1200 Fringe Benefits 25,319 
1210 FICA Matching 8,620 
1221 KERS Matching 4,680 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 11,540 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 479 
1680 Student Wages 3,000 
2320 Repair to Equipment 950 
2420 Freight & Parcel Delivery 200 
300D General Operating Expenses 4,535 
3210 Office Supplies 1,000 
3285 On Campus Printing 910 
3600 Travel--Departmental 2,625 
I 3605 Travel--Employee Training 290 3810 Association Dues 600 3820 Subscriptions 200 TOTAL 156,505 
Engineering and Architectural Services 2-17002 
1000 Salaries 111,973. 
1200 Fringe Benefits 20,054 
1210 FICA Matching 7,950 
1221 KERS Matching 2,975 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 8, 719 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 410 
1680 Student Wages 3,800 
2320 Repair to Equipment .r 405 
3000 General Operating Expenses 1,570 
3210 Office Supplies 1,360 
3285 On Campus Printing 210 
3605 Travel--Employee Training 195 
TOTAL 137,997 
Custodial Maintenance 2-17003 
I 1000 Salaries 524,580 1200 Fringe Benefits 165,405 1210 FICA Matching 37,245 
1221 KERS Matching 35,922 
1230 Group t1edical Insurance 88,476 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 3,762 
1360 Rental of Uniforms 10,600 
1680 Student Wages 12,565 
2320 Repair to Equipment 400 
3230 Janitorial & Maint. Supplies 70,000 
3605 Travel--Employee Training 290 
TOTAL 783,840 
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Group Medical Insurance 
Employee Life Insurance 
Rental of Uniforms 
Student Wages 
Repair to Equipment 
General Insurance--Boiler 
General Operating Expenses 
Carpeting & Floor Repair 
Treatment, Chemicals 
Maint.Supplies--Bldgs, 






























Group Medical Insurance 
Employee Life Insurance 
Rental of Uniforms 
Student Wages 
Rental of Equipment 
Repair to Equipment 
AG & Botanical Supplies 
Maint. Supplies-- Bldgs, 
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General Liability Insurance 








Utilities and Heating Fuels 
2110 Natural Gas 
2120 Electricity 
2130 Water and Sewer 
2150 Heating Oil 
Gas Credit--Aux. 
Electricity Credit--Aux. 
Water & Sewer Credit--Aux. 
TOTAL 
Utility Contingency 2-17009 
2122 Utility Contingency 
TOTAL 
Seasonal Labor 2-17008 
1000 Salaries 
1200 Fringe Benefits 
1210 FICA Matching 
TOTAL 
Warehouse Inventory 2-17001 
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OTHER ADMINISTRATIVE AREAS 
Unemployment Compensation 2-16014 
1320 Unemployment Compensation 
TOTAL 
Employee Scholarships 2-16015 
1330 Employee Scholarships 
TOTAL 















Copy Machine Rental 
Repair to Equipment 
Advertising 
On Campus Printing 
Association Dues & Accred. Fees 
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Workers' Compensation 2-16960 
1310 Workers' Compensation 
TOTAL 
Renovation of Facilities 2-17700 
,' -. 
.. .,· 
3000 General Operating Expenses 




Facility Rental 2-19701 
2220 Rental of State-Owned Land 
and Buildings--H&D 
TOTAL 
Central Stores Revolving Fund 2-16018 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3390 Materials & Supplies 
TOTAL 
12 
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Vice President's Office 2-16961 
1000 Salaries 
1101 Salary Credit--Aux. Servs. 
1200 Fringe Benefits 
1210 FICA Matching 8,329 
1221 KERS Matching 1,894 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 7,950 
1240 Emp 1 oyee Life Insurance 410 
1680 Student Wages 
2320 Repair to Equipment 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3210 Office Supplies 1,130 
3285 On Campus Printing 950 
3600 Travel--Departmental 1,750 
3990 Miscellaneous 2,000 
3992 Misc.--Student Programming 
3993 Misc.--University Center 
Programming 
3994 Misc.--Student Ambassadors 
TOTAL 
Counseling & Testing Center 2-15000 
1000 Salaries 
1200 Fringe Benefits 
1210 FICA Matching 6,998 
1221 KERS Matching 782 
1230 Group Medical Insurance • 17. 950 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 342 
1680 Student Wages 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3210 Office Supplies 1,050 
3285 On Campus Printing 420 
3600 Travel--Departmental 1,200 
3615 Travel--Group 250 
3215 Testing Supplies 
3991 Misc.--Adult Student Services 
TOTAL 
13 
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Admissions & Records 2-15001 
1000 Salaries 336,303 
1200 Fringe Benefits 64,429 
1210 FICA Matching 23,878 
1221 KERS Matching 11 ,093 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 27,953 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 1,505 
1680 Student Wages 17,150 
2230 Rental of Equipment 2,500 
2240 Copy Machine Rental 3,455 
2320 Repair to Equipment 360 
2325 Maintenance of Equipment 1,560 
3000 General Operating Expenses 26,430 
3210 Office Supplies 11,860 
3285 On Campus Printing 12,490 
3600 Travel--Departmental 2,080 
3286 Dept. Brochure Printing 6,720 
I 3605 Travel--Recruiting 27,250 3990 Mi see 11 aneous 11,200 3991 ~1isc.--Diploma Covers & Printing 7,000 TOTAL 504,357 
Health Services 2-15002 
1000 Salaries 132,276 
1200 Fringe Benefits 19,437 
1210 FICA Matching 9,214 
1221 KERS Matching 4,427 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 5,386 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 410 
1390 Liability Insurance 3,200 
1680 Student Wages 3,840 
2320 Repair to Equipment 1,300 
2530 Laundry & Cleaning 50 
3000 General Operating Expenses 2,595 
3210 Office Supplies 730 
3285 On Campus Printing 515 
3600 Travel--Departmental 1,050 
3990 Mi see 11 aneous 300 
3240 Medical Supplies 11 '900 
I 3250 Chemicals & Lab Supplies 5,200 TOTAL 179 '798 
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Housing 2-15003 
1000 Salaries 121,610 1101 Salary Credit--Aux. Servs. 
-74,000 
1200 Fringe Benefits 11,992 
1210 FICA Matching 5,738 
1221 KERS Matching 1,552 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 4,360 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 342 
1680 Student Wages 3,235 
2325 Maintenance of Equipment 350 3000 General Operating Expenses 1,475 
3210 Office Supplies 800 
3600 Travel--Departmental 600 
3990 Miscellaneous 75 
3285 On Campus Printing 2,175 
TOTAL 66,837 
Student Financial Aid 2-15004 I 
1000 Salaries 206,818 
1200 Fringe Benefits 47,280 
1210 FICA Matching 14,684 
1221 KERS Matching 8,557 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 23,081 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 958 
1680 Student Wages 6,830 
2230 Rental of Equipment 1,300 2320 Repair to Equipment 200 
2325 Maintenance of Equipment 910 3000 General Operating Expenses 5,750 
3210 Office Supplies 3,300 
3600 Travel--Departmental 2,000 
3990 Miscellaneous 450 
3285 On Campus Printing 5,000 
3992 Misc.--CSS Tally Service 200 
3993 Misc.--Commonwealth Work-Study 800 3999 Misc.--Attorney's Fees 1,200 
TOTAL 276,288 
Curri s Center Administration 2-15005 I 1000 Salaries 113,771 1101 Salary Credit--Aux. Servs. 
-25,000 1200 Fringe Benefits 18,592 
1210 FICA Matching 6,885 
1221 KERS Matching 2,321 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 8,976 
1240 Emp 1 oyee Life Insurance 410 
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Campus Recreation 2-16962 
1000 Salaries 36,600 
1200 Fringe Benefits 6,070 
1210 FICA r~atchi ng 2,343 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 3,590 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 137 
1680 Student Wages 9,450 
2320 Repair to Equipment 250 
2325 Maintenance of Equipment 1,000 
3000 General Operating Expenses 11,760 
3991 Misc.--Intramural & 
Club Sports 11,760 
TOTAL 65,130 
Cooperative Education & Placement Services 2-15950 
I 1000 Salaries 99,746 1200 Fringe Benefits 14,977 1210 FICA Matching 7,082 
1221 KERS Matching 2,425 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 5,128 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 342 
1680 Student Wages 2,920 
2240 Copy Machine Rental 4,800 
2320 Repair to Equipment 120 
3000 General Operating Expenses 5,820 
3210 Office Supplies 2,920 
3285 On Campus Printing 2,900 
3600 Travel--Departmental 7,400 
3991 Misc.--Commonwealth Work-Study 1,800 
TOTAL 137,583 
Learning Center 2-11805 
1000 Salaries 82,400 
1200 Fringe Benefits 12,624 
1210 FICA Matching 5,169 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 7,181 
I 1240 Employee Life Insurance 274 1680 Student Wages 11,400 2320 Repair to Equipment 200 
3000 General Operating Expenses 3,060 
3210 Office Supplies 1,500 
3285 On Campus Printing 650 
3600 Travel--Departmental 910 
TOTAL 109,684 
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Recruitment & Retention 2-15012 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3990 Miscellaneous 
TOTAL 
Foreign Student Advisor 2-15014 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3210 Office Supplies 




3990 Mi see 11 aneous 
3991 Misc.--Special Programs 
TOTAL 
National Student Exchange 2-15016 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3990 Mi see 11 aneous 
TOTAL 







1210 FICA Matching 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 
1240 _ Employee Life Insurance 
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Foreign Student Scholarships 2-18000 
4450 Scholarships 
TOTAL 
War Orphans & DAV Scholarships 2-18001 
4450 Scholarships 
TOTAL 
: ~ ' ; ·, ' ' 
.· .......... --..' . :.· ~ -· ~ . 
Tuition Assistance--Non-Resident Students 2-18002 
4435 Graduate Assistants--Waiver 
TOTAL 
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UNIVERSITY RELATIONS & DEVELOPMENT 
Vice President's Office 2-16003 
1000 Salaries 65,391 
1200 Fringe Benefits B,582 
1210 FICA Matching 3,812 
1221 KERS Matching 1,043 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 3,590 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 137 
1680 Student Wages 1,520 
2320 Repair to Equipment 1,575 
3000 General Operating Expenses 10,085 
3210 Office Supplies 1,510 
3285 On Campus Printing 1,465 
3600 Travel--Departmental 4,610 
3990 Miscellaneous 2,500 
3717 Miscellaneous Athletic Expense-- I Ticket Sales Contingency 15,000 TOTAL 102,153 
University Information Services 2-16021 
1000 Salaries 128,826 
1200 Fringe Benefits 20,906 
1210 FICA Matching 9,147 
1221 KERS Matching 1,604 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 9,745 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 410 
1680 Student Wages 4,415 
2410 Postage 3,300 
3000 General Operating Expenses 5,995 
3210 Office Supplies 1,125 
3600 Travel--Departmental 3,870 
3990 Miscellaneous 1,000 
3285 On Campus Printing 9,360 
3305 Photographic and Related Supplies 5,420 
3991 Misc.--Press Day 600 
3992 Misc.--Radio-TV Supplies 4,330 
TOTAL 183,152 I 
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Group Medical Insurance 
Employee Life Insurance 
Student Wages 
Repair to Equipment 






Printing Services 2-16010 
1000 Salaries 
ll01 Salary Credit--Labor 
1200 Fringe Benefits 
1210 FICA Matching 
1221 KERS Matching 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 
1680 Student Wages 
2231 Credit--Rental 
2240 Copy Machine Rental 
2320 Repair to Equipment 
2325 Maintenance of Equipment 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3210 Office Supplies 
3600 Travel--Departmental 
3285 On Campus Printing--Supplies 
3341 Credit--Materials & Supplies 
TOTAL 
A 1 umni Affairs 2-16023 
1000 Salaries 
1200 Fringe Benefits 
1210 FICA Matching 
1221 KERS Matching 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 
1680 Student Wages 
2325 Maintenance of Equipment 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3210 Office Supplies 
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Office of Development 2-16020 
1000 Salaries 92,890 
1200 Fringe Benefits 15,745 
1210 FICA Matching 6,545 
1221 KERS Matching 1,745 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 7 '181 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 274 
2320 Repair to Equipment 700 
3000 General Operating Expenses 9,985 
3210 Office Supplies 735 
3285 On Campus Printing 1,000 
3600 Travel--Departmental 4,750 
3990 Miscellaneous 3,500 
3991 Misc.--Consultant Services 2,500 
TOTAL 121,820 
Wrather West Kentucky Museum 2-14000 I 
1000 Salaries 42,883 
1200 Fringe Benefits 6,582 
1210 FICA Matching 3,045 
1221 KERS Matching 836 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 2,564 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 137 
1460 Consulting Fees 500 
1680 Student Wages 1,440 
2230 Rental of Equipment 100 
2320 Repair to Equipment 350 
3000 General Operating Expenses 3,550 
3210 Office Supplies 500 
3285 On Campus Printing 1,000 
3510 Literature and Books 100 
3600 Travel--Departmental 950 
3990 Miscellaneous 1,000 
3810 Association Dues 200 
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Public Service 2-13001 
3000 General Operating Expenses 4,750 
3990 Miscellaneous 4,750 
TOTAL 4,750 






Repair to Equipment 
TOTAL 
Undistributed VPURD 2-16024 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3991 Misc.--Alumni Relations 
3810 Association Dues--Murray 
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ATHLETICS 
Athletic Director 2-15800 
1000 Salaries 
1200 Fringe Benefits 
1210 FICA Matching 32,910 
1221 KERS Matching 3,010 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 30,005 
1240 Emp 1 oyee Life Insurance 1,368 
1650 Stipends--Pep Band 
1680 Student Wages 
2530 Laundry & Cleaning 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3210 Office Supplies 690 
3285 On Campus Printing 575 
3600 Travel--Departmental 3,370 
3605 Travel--Trainer & Physician 1,715 
3720 Promotional Expenses--
Athletic 
3240 Medical Supplies--Trainer 
TOTAL 





General Operating Expenses 
3210 Office Supplies 
3600 Travel--Departmental 
3990 Miscellaneous 
On Campus Printing 
TOTAL 
Athletic Grants-in-Aid 2-15802 
4400 Financial Assistance 
4457 Grants-in-aid--Tuition 
Fees 
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Cheerleaders 2-15803 
1000 Salaries 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3615 Travel--Group 
3711 Athletic Equipment, 




1680 Student Wages 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
.· ;-




3210 Office Supplies 1,000 
3285 On Campus Printing 950 
3615 Travel--Group 
3711 Athletic Equipment, Uniforms 
and Supplies 
3716 Subsistence Expense 
3718 Repair to Uniforms and Equipment 
TOTAL 
Basketba 11 2-15805 
1680 Student Wages 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3210 Office Supplies 
3285 On Campus Printing 
3717 Misc. Athletic Expense 
3718 Repair to Uniforms and 
Equipment 
3615 Travel--Group 
3711 Athletic Equipment, Supplies & 
Uniforms 
3716 Subsistence Expense 
TOTAL 
24 
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Baseba 11 2-15806 
1680 Student Wages 
2310 Maintenance of Grounds 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3210 Office Supplies 
3285 On Campus Printing 
3615 Travel--Group 
3711 Athletic Equipment, Uniforms 
and Supplies 
3716 Subsistence Expense 
3718 Repair to Uniforms and 
Equipment 
TOTAL 
Men's Track 2-15807 
1680 Student Wages 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3285 On Campus Printing 
3615 Travel--Group 
3711 Athletic Equipment, Uniforms 
and Supplies 
3716 Subsistence Expense 
TOTAL 
Men's Tennis 2-15808 
1680 Student Wages 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3285 On Campus Printing 
3716 Subsistence Expense 
3615 Travel--Group 
3711 Athletic Equipment, Uniforms 
and Supplies 
TOTAL 
Men's Golf 2-15809 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3716 Subsistence Expense 
3615 Trave 1--Group 
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Women's Track 2-15810 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3210 Office Supplies 
3285 On Campus Printing 
3615 Travel--Group 
3711 Athletic Equipment, Supplies 
and Uniforms 
3716 Subsistence Expense 
TOTAL 
Women's Basketball 2-15811 
1680 Student Wages 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3210 Office Supplies 
3285 On Campus Printing 
3717 Misc. Athletic Expense 
3615 Travel--Group 
3711 Athletic Equipment, Supplies 
and Uniforms 
3716 Subsistence Expense 
TOTAL 








General Operating Expenses 
Office Supplies 
On Campus Printing 
Subsistence Expense 
Repair to Uniforms and 
Equipment 
Travel--Group 
Athletic Equipment, Supplies 
and Uniforms 
TOTAL 
Women's Volleyball 2-15814 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3615 Travel--Group 
3711 Athletic Equipment, 
Uniforms & Supplies 
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
Vice President's Office 2-16002 
1000 Salaries 152,090 
1200 Fringe Benefits 17,330 
1210 FICA Matching 9,643 
1221 KERS Matching 1,959 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 5,386 
1240 Emp 1 oyee Life Insurance 342 
1680 Student Wages 1,670 
2320 Repair to Equipment 7,500 
2325 Maintenance of Equipment 2,000 
3000 General Operating Expenses 8,555 
3210 Office Supplies 555 
3285 On Campus Printing 2,755 
3600 Travel--Departmental 2,095 
I 3990 Mi see 11 aneous 2,650 3991 Misc.--Pres. Scholars 500 3480 Instruments & Apparatus 1,000 TOTAL 190,145 
Office of Grants Development 2-11907 
1000 Salaries 44,613 
1200 Fringe Benefits 7,730 
1210 FICA Matching 3,168 
1221 KERS Matching 835 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 3,590 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 137 
3000 General Operating Expenses 4,245 
3210 Office Supplies 390 
3285 On Campus Printing 555 
3600 Travel--Departmental 2,800 
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Center for Continuing Education 2-11908 
1000 Salaries 125,527 
1200 Fringe Benefits 17,635 
1210 FICA Matching 8,342 
1221 KERS Matching 1,933 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 7,052 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 308 
1680 Student Wages 5,670 
3000 General Operating Expenses 10,975 
3210 Office Supplies 570 
3285 On Campus Printing 1,990 
3600 Travel--Departmental 3,585 
3990 Mi see 11 aneous 4,830 
TOTAL 159,807 
Summer Youth 4-13002 
3000 General Operating Expenses 5,000 I 3990 Miscellaneous 5,000 TOTAL 5,000 
Minority Faculty Recruiting 2-14014 
1000 Salaries 25,000 
1200 Fringe Benefits 3,638 
1210 FICA Matching 1, 775 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 1,795 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 68 
3000 General Operating Expenses 2,870 
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
Dean's Office 2-14100 
1000 Salaries 157 '118 
1200 Fringe Benefits 19,459 
1210 FICA Matching 10' 124 
1221 KERS Matching 1,812 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 7,181 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 342 
1680 Student Wages 5,490 
3000 General Operating Expenses 8,075 
3210 Office Supplies 4, 775 
3285 On Campus Printing 1,700 
3600 Travel--Departmental 1,600 
3990 Miscellaneous 3,400 
TOTAL 195,542 
I Accounting 2-11101 
1000 Salaries 312,231 
1200 Fringe Benefits 40,317 
1210 FICA Matching 20,915 
1221 KERS Matching 766 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 17,952 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 684 
1680 Student Hages 4, 770 
3000 General Operating Expenses 3,100 
3280 Classroom Supplies 1,000 
3285 On Campus Printing 600 
3600 Travel--Departmental 1,500 
TOTAL 360,418 
Computer Studies 2-11102 
1000 Salaries 395,766 
1200 Fringe Benefits 52,384 
1210 FICA Matching 27,400 
I 1221 KERS Matching 757 1230 Group Medical Insurance 23,338 1240 Employee Life Insurance 889 
1680 Student Wages 6,210 f 
2345 Computer Maint.--Comp. Lab. l ,650 
3000 General Operating Expenses 4,030 
3280 Classroom Supplies 1,300 
3285 On Campus Printing 780 
3600 Travel--Departmental 1 '950 
TOTAL 460,040 
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Economics and Finance 2-11103 
1000 Salaries 335,676 
1200 Fringe Benefits 44,898 
1210 FICA Matching 23,563 
1221 KERS Matching 836 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 19,747 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 752 
1680 Student Wages 4,775 
3000 General Operating Expenses 3,410 
3280 Classroom Supplies 1,100 
3285 On Campus Printing 660 
3600 Travel--Departmental 1,650 
3991 Miscellaneous--Center for 
Economic Education 1,200 
TOTAL 389,959 
Management and Marketing 2-11104 I 1000 Salaries 371,134 
1200 Fringe Benefits 47,280 
1210 FICA Matching 25,946 
1221 KERS Matching 766 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 19.747 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 821 
1680 Student Wages 5,490 
3000 General Operating Expenses 3,720 
3280 Classroom Supplies 1,200 
3285 On Campus Printing 720 
3600 Travel--Departmental 1,800 
TOTAL 427,624 
Office Administration & Business Education 2-11105 
1000 Salaries 163 '115 1200 Fringe Benefits 20,377 
1210 FICA Matching 11,295 
1221 KERS Matching 722 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 7,950 
I 1240 Employee Life Insurance 410 1680 Student Wages 3,105 2325 ~la i ntenance of Equipment 8,560 
3000 General Operating Expenses 1,860 
3280 Classroom Supplies 600 
3285 On Campus Printing 360 








1200 Fringe Benefits 
1210 FICA Matching 
1221 KERS Matching 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 
1680 Student Wages 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3280 Classroom Supplies 
3285 On Campus Printing 
3600 Travel--Departmental 
3991 Miscellaneous--HLW Institute 
3992 Miscellaneous--Off-campus MPA 
TOTAL 
Criminal Justice 2-11107 
1000 Salaries 
1200 Fringe Benefits 
1210 FICA Matching 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3280 Classroom Supplies 









General Operating Expenses 
Classroom Supplies 
TOTAL 
On Campus Printing 
Travel--Departmental 
32 . 
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Group Medical Insurance 
Employee Life Insurance 
General Operating Expenses 
Classroom Supplies 









General Operating Expenses 
Classroom Supplies 
TOTAL 
On Campus Printing 
Travel--Departmental 
Small Business Development Center 2-13011 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3991 Misc.--Grant Match. 
TOTAL 
Undistributed Business and Public Affairs 
1680 Student Wages 
2240 Copy t1achine Rental 
2320 Repair to Equipment 
2325 Maintenance of Equipment 
2345 Microcomputer Repair 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3280 Classroom Supplies 
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COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS AND COMMUNICATION 
Dean's Office 2-14200 
1000 Salaries 
1200 Fringe Benefits 
1210 FICA Matching 6,328 
1221 KERS Matching 944 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 5,386 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 205 
1680 Student Wages 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3210 Office Supplies 1,000 
3285 On Campus Printing 550 
3600 Travel--Departmental 1,155 





1200 Fringe Benefits 
1210 FICA Matching 30' 107 
1221 KERS Matching 2,102 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 30,005 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 1,300 
1680 Student Wages 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3285 On Campus Printing 3,360 
3600 Travel--Departmental 1,600 
3280 Classroom Supplies 
TOTAL 
Journalism and Radio-TV 2-11202 
1000 Salaries 
1200 Fringe Benefits 
I 1210 FICA Matching 18,629 1221 KERS Matching 836 1230 Group Medical Insurance 13,336 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 684 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3280 Classroom Supplies 525 
3285 On Campus Printing 850 
3600 Travel--Departmental 1,535 
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Music 2-11203 
1000 Salaries 523,324 
1200 Fringe Benefits 74,015 
1210 FICA Matching 37,156 
1221 KERS Matching 802 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 34,621 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 1,436 
1680 Student Wages 13,365 
2530 Laundry and Cleaning 1,200 
3000 General Operating Expenses 9,145 
3285 On Campus Printing 4,300 
3600 Travel--Departmental 4,845 
3280 Classroom Supplies 14,000 
3605 Travel--Organization 11,500 
3991 Misc.--Festivals, Recitals and 
Artists 4,000 
3992 Misc.--String Projects 2,600 
TOTAL 653,149 I 
Speech Communication & Theatre 2-11204 
1000 Salaries 270,978 
1200 Fringe Benefits 37,131 
1210 FICA Matching 19,239 
1221 KERS Matching 1, 051 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 16,157 
1240 Emp 1 oyee Life Insurance 684 
1680 Student Wages 10,670 
2230 Rental of Equipment 200 
3000 General Operating Expenses 6,020 
3280 Classroom Supplies 1,850 
3285 On Campus Printing 1,600 
3600 Travel--Departmental 2,470 
3990 _ Mi see 11 aneous 100 
3605 Travel--Forensic 9,500 
3810 Association Dues 315 
3991 Misc.--Theatre Productions 3,280 
3992 Misc.--Dance 2,000 
TOTAL 340,094 
T.V. Studios 2-11205 I 
1680 Student Wages 8,270 
3000 General Operating Expenses 290 
3285 On Campus .Printing 140 
3600 Travel--Departmental 150 
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WKMS-FM Radio Station 2-13900 
1000 Salaries 
1200 Fringe Benefits 
1210 FICA Matching 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 
1240 Emp 1 oyee Life Insurance 
1680 Student Wages 
2230 Rental of Equipment 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3210 Office Supplies 
3285 On Campus Printing 
3600 Travel--Departmental 
3605 Travel--Tower 
3810 Association Dues 
TOTAL 
Clara Eagle Art Gallery 2-14001 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3990 Mi see 11 aneous 
TOTAL 
The Shield 2-15007 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3990 Miscellaneous 
TOTAL 









Maintenance of Equipment 
General Operating Expenses 
Office Supplies 
Travel--Departmental 
Mi see 11 aneous 
On Campus Printing 
TOTAL 
36 
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Marching Band Stipends 2-18008 
4460 Student Stipends 
TOTAL 




Copy Machine Rental 
Repair to Equipment 
Instruments & Apparatus 
TOTAL 
37 
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COLLEGE OF SCIENCE 
Dean's Office 2-14300 
1000 Salaries 187,071 
1200 Fringe Benefits 30,007 
1210 FICA Matching 11,853 
1221 KERS Matching 3,245 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 14,362 
1240 Emp 1 oyee Life Insurance 547 
1680 Student Wages 3,785 
3000 General Operating Expenses 5,185 
3210 Office Supplies 775 
3285 On Campus Printing 800 
3600 Travel--Departmental 3,610 
3990 Miscellaneous 4,750 
3991 Miscellaneous--Collegiate 
I Activities 5,000 TOTAL 235,798 
Biological Sciences 2-11303 
1000 Salaries 466,491 
1200 Fringe Benefits 64,312 
1210 FICA Matching 32,851 
1221 KERS Matching 806 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 29,492 
1240 Emp 1 oyee Life Insurance 1,163 
1680 Student Wages 19,540 
3000 General Operating Expenses 7,400 
3285 On Campus Printing 1,000 
3600 Travel--Departmental 4,000 
3615 Travel--Group 2,400 
3280 Classroom Supplies 27,000 
3991 Misc.--Audubon Film Series 1,380 
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Chemistry 2-11304 
1000 Salaries 358,253 
1200 Fringe Benefits 49,388 
1210 FICA Matching 25,351 
1221 KERS Matching 836 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 22,312 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 889 
1680 Student Wages 12,400 3000 General Operating Expenses 3,200 3285 On Campus Printing 800 
3600 Travel--Departmental 2,400 
3280 Classroom Supplies 23,000 
TOTAL 446,241 
Geosciences 2-11305 
1000 Salaries 263,898 I 1200 Fringe Benefits 38,043 1210 FICA Matching 18,588 
1221 KERS Matching 819 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 17,952 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 684 
1680 Student Wages 4,740 
3000 General Operating Expenses 8,750 
3280 Classroom Supplies 5,000 
3285 On Campus Printing 700 
3600 Travel--Departmental 2,000 
3615 Travel--Group 750 
3990 Mi see 11 aneous 300 
TOTAL 315,431 
Mathematics 2-11306 
1000 Salaries 452,937 
1200 Fringe Benefits 63,620 
1210 FICA Matching 32,109 
1221 KERS Matching 788 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 29,492 
I 1240 Employee Life Insurance 1,231 1680 Student Wages 5,035 3000 General Operating Expenses 5,675 
3280 Classroom Supplies 1,300 
3285 On Campus Printing 700 
3600 Travel--Departmental 3,200 
3990 Miscellaneous 475 
TOTAL 527,267 
39 
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Physics and Astronomy 2-11307 
1000 Salaries 
1200 Fringe Benefits 
1210 FICA Matching 
1221 KERS Matching 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 
1680 Student Wages 
2230 Rental of Equipment 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3280 Classroom Supplies 
3285 On Campus Printing 
3600 Travel--Departmental 




1200 Fringe Benefits 
1210 FICA Matching 
1221 KERS Matching 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 
1240 Emp 1 oyee Life Insurance 
1680 Student Wages 
2240 Copy Machine Rental 
2530 Laundry and Cleaning 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3285 On Campus Printing 
3600 Travel--Departmental 









Copy Machine Rental 
Repair to Equipment 
Instruments & Apparatus 
TOTAL 
40 
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Dean's Office 2-14400 
1000 Salaries 98,679 
1200 Fringe Benefits 13,626 
1210 FICA Matching 6' 105 
1221 KERS Matching 1,861 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 5,386 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 274 
3000 General Operating Expenses 11,285 
3210 Office Supplies 1,535 
3285 On Campus Printing 1,115 
3600 Travel--Departmental 3,635 
3990 Mi see 11 aneous 5,000 
TOTAL 123,590 
Environmental Education Center 2-11401 
3000 General Operating Expenses 2,130 
3210 Office Supplies 500 
3285 On Campus Printing 430 
3600 Travel--Departmental 1,000 
3990 Mi see 11 aneous 200 
TOTAL 2,130 
Elementary & Secondary Education 2-11403 
1000 Salaries 501,890 
1200 Fringe Benefits 69,382 
1210 FICA Matching 35,464 
1221 KERS Matching 1,587 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 31,031 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 1,300 
1680 Student Wages 5,930 
2230 Rental of Equipment 100 
3000 General Operating Expenses 6,065 
3285 On Campus Printing 1,780 
3600 Travel--Departmental 4,285 
3280 Classroom Supplies 3,605 
3282 Kindergarten & Day Care 
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Educational Leadership & Counseling 2-11405 
1000 Salaries 321,461 
1200 Fringe Benefits 43,709 
1210 FICA Matching 22,653 
1221 KERS Matching 1,583 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 18,721 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 752 
1680 Student Wages 6,970 
3000 General Operating Expenses 4,705 
3280 Classroom Supplies 1,600 
3285 On Campus Printing 800 
3600 Travel--Departmental 2,305 
3215 Testing Supplies 850 
3617 Travel--Supervision 3,475 
TOTAL 381,170 
I Psychology 2-11407 1000 Salaries 286,743 
1200 Fringe Benefits 42,336 
1210 FICA ~1atching 20,355 
1221 KERS Matching 1,482 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 19,747 
1240 Emp 1 oyee Life Insurance 752 
1680 Student Wages 2,980 
3000 General Operating Expenses 3,280 
3285 On Campus Printing 800 
3600 Travel--Departmental 2,080 
3990 Miscellaneous 400 
3280 Classroom Supplies 2,815 
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Health, Physical Education & Recreation 2-11408 
1000 Salaries 406,215 
1200 Fringe Benefits 61,481 
1210 FICA Matching 28,526 
1221 KERS Matching 3,352 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 28,338 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 1,265 
1680 Student Wages 22,535 
3000 General Operating Expenses 6,060 
3285 On Campus Printing 870 
3600 Travel--Departmental 2,910 
3615 Travel--Group 2,280 
3280 Classroom Supplies 11 '970 
3991 Misc.--Outdoor Semester 2,200 
3992 Misc.--American Humanics 50,000 
TOTAL 560,461 
Special Education 2-11409 I 
1000 Salaries 348,836 
1200 Fringe Benefits 48,989 
1210 FICA Matching 24,545 
1221 KERS Matching 1,431 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 22,055 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 958 
1680 Student Wages 5,410 
2320 Repair to Equipment 680 
3000 General Operating Expenses 3,225 
3285 On Campus Printing 900 
3600 Travel--Departmental 2,225 
3990 Miscellaneous 100 
3280 Classroom Supplies 2,550 
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Group Medical Insurance 
Employee Life Insurance 
.· ..... ' 







General Operating Expenses 
Office Supplies 2' 115 
On Campus Printing 1,300 
Travel--Field Based Exper. 
Travel--Supervision 
TOTAL 
I Undistributed Education 2-11499 2320 Repair to Equipment 
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COLLEGE OF HUMANISTIC STUDIES 
Dean's Office 2-14500 
1000 Salaries 68,041 
1200 Fringe Benefits 8,726 
1210 FICA Matching 4,034 
1221 KERS Matching 965 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 3,590 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 137 
1680 Student Wages 7,135 
3000 General Operating Expenses 2,380 
3210 Office Supplies 400 
3285 On Campus Printing 255 
3600 Travel--Departmental 1 '725 
TOTAL 86,282 
English 2-11501 I 
1000 Salaries 704,443 
1200 Fringe Benefits 93,011 
1210 FICA Matching 50,015 
1221 KERS Matching 1,588 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 39,493 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 1,915 
1680 Student Wages 16,405 
3000 General Operating Expenses 13,950 
3280 Classroom Supplies 2,700 
3285 On Campus Printing 3,150 
3600 Travel--Departmental 8,100 
3990 Miscellaneous 1,900 
3991 Misc.--Foreign Film Festival 500 
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Foreign Languages 2-11502 
1000 Salaries 
1200 Fringe Benefits 
1210 FICA Matching 
1221 KERS Matching 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 
1240 Emp 1 oyee Life Insurance 
1680 Student Wages 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3280 Classroom Supplies 





I History 2-11503 
1000 Salaries 
1200 Fringe Benefits 
1210 FICA Matching 
1221 KERS Matching 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 
1680 Student Wages 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3280 Classroom Supplies 
3285 On Campus Printing 
3600 Travel--Departmental 
3810 Association Dues 
3991 Misc.--Oral History 
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Philosophy and Religious Studies 2-ll504 
1000 Salaries 
1200 Fringe Benefits 
1210 FICA Matching 7,815 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 7,181 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 274 
1680 Student Wages 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3280 Classroom Supplies 475 
3285 Printing 430 
3600 Travel--Departmental 1,300 
3615 Travel--Group 185 
3990 Miscellaneous 160 
3810 Association Dues 
TOTAL 
Sociology and Anthropology 2-ll505 
1000 Salaries 
1200 Fringe Benefits 
1210 FICA Matching 19,210 
1221 KERS Matching 781 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 13,336 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 752 
1680 Student Wages 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3280 Classroom Supplies 1,250 
3285 On Campus Printing 810 
3600 Travel--Departmental 3,865 
3990 Miscellaneous 500 
TOTAL 
-
Wickliffe Mounds 4-14928 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
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Repair to Equipment 
Office Supplies 
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COLLEGE OF INDUSTRY AND TECHNOLOGY 
Dean's Office 2-14600 
1000 Salaries 83,154 
1200 Fringe Benefits 11,626 
1210 FICA Matching 5,136 
1221 KERS Matching 899 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 5,386 
1240 Emp 1 oyee Life Insurance 205 
1680 Student Wages 1,440 
3000 General Operating Expenses 2,400 
3210 Office Supplies 300 
3285 On Campus Printing 300 
3600 Travel--Departmental 1,800 
3990 Miscellaneous 5,000 
TOTAL 103,620 
I 
Engineering Technology 2-11601 
1000 Salaries 392,181 
1200 Fringe Benefits 54' 776 
1210 FICA Matching 27,845 
1221 KERS Matching 840 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 25,133 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 958 
1680 Student Wages 5,180 
3000 General Operating Expenses 3,800 
3285 On Campus Printing 1,250 
3600 Travel--Departmental 2,200 
3615 Travel--Group 350 
3280 Classroom Supplies 6,000 
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Graphic Arts Technology 2-11602 
1000 Salaries 
1200 Fringe Benefits 
1210 FICA Matching 
1221 KERS Matching 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 
1680 Student Wages 
3000 General Operating Expenses 













3810 Association Dues--Membership 
in PIAS 180 
3280 Classroom Supplies 
TOTAL 
Industrial Education & Technology 2-11603 
1000 Salaries 
1200 Fringe Benefits 
1210 FICA Matching 16,925 
1221 KERS Matching 840 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 16,157 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 616 
1680 Student Wages 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3285 On Campus Printing 1,200 
3600 Travel--Departmental 3,015 
3617 Travel--Supervision 475 
3280 Classroom Supplies 
TOTAL 
50 
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Group Medical Insurance 
Employee Life Insurance 
Student Wages 
Rental of Equipment--
Driver Ed. Car 
General Operating Expenses 




Instruments & Apparatus 
Travel--Supervision 
Association Dues--







Group Medical Insurance 
Employee Life Insurance 
Student Wages 
General Operating Expenses 
Classroom Supplies 
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Group Medical Insurance 
Employee Life Insurance 




Home Economics 2-11402 
1000 Salaries 
1200 Fringe Benefits 
1210 FICA Matching 
1221 KERS Matching 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 
1680 Student Wages 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3280 Classroom Supplies 
3285 On Campus Printing 
3600 Travel--Departmental 
3990 Miscellaneous 
3281 Nursery School and Child 
Development Center Supply 
3617 Travel--Supervision 
3810 Association Dues--HHEA 
3991 Misc.--Multi-Age School 
Program 
TOTAL 
Military Science 2-11605 
1680 Student Wages 
2230 Rental of Equipment 
2545 General Insurance 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3285 On Campus Printing 
3600 Travel--Departmental 
3280 Classroom Supplies 
TOTAL 
52 . 
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Farms 4-14906 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3990 Miscellaneous 72,000 
TOTAL 
Undistributed Industry & Technology 2-11699 
2320 
3480 
Repair to Equipment 
Instruments & Apparatus 
TOTAL 
53 . 
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OTHER ACADEt11 C AREAS 
Library 2-14800 
1000 Salaries 623,948 
1200 Fringe Benefits 115,890 
1210 FICA Matching 43,793 
1221 KERS Matching 16 ,414 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 53,084 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 2,599 
1680 Student Hages 65,680 
2230 Rental of Equipment 6,000 
2240 Copy Machine Rental 3,200 
3000 General Operating Expenses 16,930 
32IO Office Supplies 7,750 
3285 On Campus Printing 1,800 
3390 Materials & Supplies--
I Technical 
4,700 
3600 Travel--Departmental 2,680 
3805 Book Binding Expense 30,000 
3820 Subscriptions 258,000 
3825 Subscriptions--Deficiency 
Corrections 9,000 
6070 Books 303,680 
6075 Books--Deficiency Corrections 14,445 
TOTAL 1,446. 773 
Area Health Education System 2-13012 
3000 General Operating Expenses 50,000 
3990 Mi see 11 aneous 50,000 
TOTAL 50,000 
Faculty Resource Center 2-14915 
1000 Salaries 116 ,804 
1200 Fringe Benefits 13,431 
1210 FICA Matching 8,037 
1221 KERS Matching 1,394 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 3,590 
I 1240 Employee Life Insurance 410 1680 Student Hages 4,335 2230 Rental of Equipment 100 2320 Repair to Equipment 1,575 
3000 General Operating Expenses 4,615 
3210 Office Supplies 2,200 
3285 On Campus Printing 915 
3600 Travel--Departmental 1,100 
3990 Miscellaneous 400 
3991 Misc.--Production Costs 5,000 
TOTAL 145,860 
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Center for International Programs 2-11800 
1000 Salaries 
1200 Fringe Benefits 
1210 FICA Matching 
1233 Special Health Insurance 
1640 Honoraria 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3210 Office Supplies 
3285 On Campus Printing 
3600 Travel--Departmental 
3605 Travel--International Ex. 
3990 Mi see 11 aneous 
3991 Misc.-Curriculum Development 
3992 Misc.-Inter.Exchange Faculty 
3993 Misc.-Student Awards 
TOTAL 
Correspondence Study 2-11801 
1000 Salaries 
TOTAL 
Extended Campus Programs 2-11802 
1000 Salaries 
1200 Fringe Benefits 
1210 FICA Matching 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3600 Travel--Departmental 
TOTAL 
Adjunct Salaries 2-11803 
1000 Salaries 
1200 Fringe Benefits 
1210 FICA Matching 
TOTAL 
Graduate Assistantships--Academic 2-11806 
1000 Salaries 
TOTAL 
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Graduate Assistantships--General 2-11807 
1000 Salaries 
TOTAL 





Furniture and Equipment 
Instruments and Apparatus 
TOTAL 
Summer Leaves and Salaries 2-11912 
1000 Salaries 
1200 Fringe Benefits 
1210 FICA Matching 
TOTAL 
. . . :.~ : ... 











Computer for Instruction and Research 2-11914 
1450 Computer Services 
TOTAL 
Faculty Senate 2-14002 
1000 Salaries 
1200 Fringe Benefits 
1210 FICA Matching 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3210 Office Supplies 
3600 Travel--Departmental 
TOTAL 
Unit Plan and Program Development 2-14008 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3990 Miscellaneous 
TOTAL 
Catalogs and Bulletins 2-15010 
3000 Genera 1 Operating Expenses 
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Commencement Expense 2-15011 
1640 Honoraria 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3210 Office Supplies 
3285 On Campus Printing 
TOTAL 
Summer Writing Workshop 2-11804 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3991 Misc.--Fellowships 
TOTAL 
Special Programs 2-14013 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3990 Miscellaneous 
TOTAL 
Institutionally-Sponsored Research 2-12002 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3990 Miscellaneous 
TOTAL 
Curriculum Development 2-14007 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3990 Miscellaneous 
TOTAL 
Faculty Recruitment & Travel 2-14004 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
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Livestock and Exposition Center 






















1210 FICA Matching 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 
1240 Emp 1 oyee Life Insurance 
Student Wages 
Rental of Equipment 
Repair to Equipment 
General Insurance 
General Operating Expenses 




DeveloQment Institute 2-13000 
Salaries 
Fringe Benefits 
1210 FICA Matching 
1221 KERS Matching 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 
Repair to Equipment 
General Operating Expenses 
3210 Office Supplies 
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Group Medical Insurance 
Employee Life Insurance 





E&G Work-Study 2-16801 
1682 Federal Work-Study 
Instruction 
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Con. Ed Principal* 





















5,670 @ 5 
5,265 @ 5 
. ·. ·-
. .. ; 
= 28,350 
= 26,325 
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REVENUE: 
I. State Appropriations 
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BREATHITT VETERINARY CENTER 
1985-86 FISCAL YEAR 
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BREATHITT VETERINARY CENTER 
Administrative Services 2-13800 
1000 Salaries 145,906 
1200 Fringe Benefits 40,194 
1210 FICA Matching 10,359 
1221 KERS Matching 7,660 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 21,286 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 889 
2100 Utilities 133,000 
2240 Copy Machine Rental 7,700 
2310 Maintenance of Buildings and 
Grounds 29,485 
2410 Postage 7,500 
2420 Freight/Parcel Delivery 2,200 
2620 Internal Sys. Chgs.--Phone 15,000 
I 3000 General Operating Expenses 22,900 3210 Office Supplies 5,000 3285 On Campus Printing 5,000 
3460 Equipment under $300 1,000 
3600 Travel 1,000 
3990 Miscellaneous 10,900 
3810 Association Dues 1,000 
TOTAL 404,885 
Serology 2-13801 
1000 Salaries 78,798 
1200 Fringe Benefits 12,942 
1210 FICA Matching 5,595 
1221 KERS Matching 918 
1230 Group r~edi ca 1 Insurance 6' 155 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 274 
1500 Misc. Personnel Services 150 
2325 ~1aintenance & Repair to Equipment 1,500 
3000 General Operating Expenses 775 
3305 Photographic & Related 
Supplies 50 
I 3460 Equipment Under $300 
100 
3505 Library Books 125 
3600 Travel--Departmental 400 
3991 Miscellaneous--Research 100 
3250 Chemicals & Lab Supplies 22,000 
3810 Association Dues 225 
3820 Subscriptions 300 
6040 Instruments & Apparatus--
Diagnostic Capital 525 
TOTAL 117,215 
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Virology 2-13802 
1000 Salaries 75,748 
1200 Fringe Benefits 12,725 
1210 FICA Matching 5,378 
1221 KERS Matching 918 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 6,155 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 274 
1500 Misc. Personnel Services 125 
2325 Maintenance & Repair of Equipment 6,500 
3000 General Operating Expenses 1,850 
3305 Photographic and Related 
Supplies 500 
3460 Equipment Under $300 200 
3505 Library Books 100 
3600 Travel--Departmental 550 
3991 Miscellaneous--Research 500 
3250 Chemicals & Lab Supplies 22,000 
I 3810 Association Dues 150 3820 Subscriptions 250 TOTAL 119,348 
Microbiology 2-13803 
1000 Salaries 100,460 
1200 Fringe Benefits 14,999 
1210 FICA Matching 6,870 
1221 KERS Matching 674 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 7,181 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 274 
1500 Misc. Personnel Services 150 
2325 Maintenance & Repair to Equipment 4,000 
3000 General Operating Expenses 4,400 
3305 Photographic and Related 
Equipment 50 
3480 Instr. & Apparatus 200 
3505 Library Books 150 
3600 Travel--Departmental 1,500 
3991 Miscellaneous--Research 2,000 
3992 Miscellaneous--Instr. 500 
3250 Chemicals & Lab Supplies 30,000 I 3810 Association Dues 250 3820 Subscriptions 325 TOTAL 154,584 
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Pathology 2-13804 
1000 Salaries 318,371 
1200 Fringe Benefits 50,800 
1210 FICA Mate hi ng 21,403 
1221 KERS Matching 4,332 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 24,107 
1240 Employee Life Insurance g58 
2325 Maintenance & Repair to Equipment 7,500 
3000 General Operating Expenses 9,200 
3305 Photographic and Related 
Supplies 200 
3420 Feed 1,000 
3480 Instr. & Apparatus 1,000 
3505 Library Books 600 
3600 Travel--Departmental 3,500 
3990 Mi see 11 aneous 400 
3991 Miscellaneous--Research 2,500 
I 3250 Chemicals and Lab Supplies 55,000 3810 Association Dues 800 3820 . Subscriptions 1,200 6040 Instruments & Apparatus--
Diagnostic Capital 5,000 
6045 Instruments & Apparatus--
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Therapy and Field Services 2-13805 
1000 Salaries 
1200 Fringe Benefits 
1210 FICA Matching 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 
1500 Misc. Personnel Services 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3250 Chemicals & Lab Supplies 
3305 Photographic and Related 
Supplies 
3430 Motor Fuels & Lubricants 
3480 Instr. & Apparatus 
3505 Library Books 
3600 Travel--Departmental 
3991 Miscellaneous--Instr. 
3810 Association Dues 
3820 Subscriptions 
6040 Instruments and Apparatus-
Diagnostic Capital 
TOTAL 
Vacancy Credits 2-13807 
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AUXILIARY SERVICES 
Food Service 3-19000 
1000 Salaries 1,035,229 
1200 Fringe Benefits 285,001 
1210 FICA Matching 68,988 
1221 KERS Matching 62,671 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 146,434 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 6,908 
1360 Rental of Uniforms 2,310 
1680 Student l~ages 45,000 
2100 Utilities & Heating Fuels 110,000 
2310 Maintenance of Buildings 30,000 
2320 Repair to Equipment 4,000 
2530 Laundry & Cleaning 800 
2540 Property Insurance 1,020 
I 2570 Other Services--Mod. of Phy.Fac. 5,000 2575 Housekeeping Services 10,000 2620 Internal Sys. Chg.--Phone 1,893 3000 General Operating Expenses 7,000 
3210 Office Supplies 1,100 
3285 On Campus Printing 900 
3600 Travel--Departmental 800 
3990 Mi see 11 a neou s 4,200 
3130 Food for Resale 1,450,000 
3260 Household & Kitchen Supplies 65,000 
6010 Furniture & Equipment 10,000 
TOTAL 3,062,253 
Married Housing 3-19102 
1000 Salaries 8,602 
1200 Fringe Benefits 3,098 
1210 FICA Matching 611 
1221 KERS Matching 624 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 1,795 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 68 
1680 Student Wages 1,920 
2100 Utilities & Heating Fuels 67,942 
2310 Maintenance of Buildings & Grounds 30,000 
2320 Repair to Equipment 3,200 
I 2540 Property Insurance 2,800 2620 Internal Sys. Chg.--Phone 22,386 3000 General Operating Expenses 2,000 
3210 Office Supplies 100 
3230 Janitorial & Mt. Supplies 1,000 
3990 Miscellaneous 900 
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Residence Halls 3-19103 
1000 Salaries 
1200 Fringe Benefits 
1210 FICA Matching 20,665 
1221 KERS Matching 17,125 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 32,057 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 1,505 
1320 Unemployment Compensation 
1680 Student Hages 
2100 Utilities & Heating Fuels 
2310 Maintenance of Building & Grounds 
2315 Elevator Maint.--Contract 
2316 Elevator Maint.--Repairs 
2320 Repair to Equipment 
2530 Laundry and Cleaning 
2540 Property Insurance 
2572 Cable TV 
2575 Housekeeping Services 
2620 Internal Sys. Chg.--Phone 
3000 General Operating Expenses 
3210 Office Supplies 1,500 
3230 Janitorial & Mt. Supplies 20,000 
6010 Furniture and Equipment 
TOTAL 
Residence Halls --Major Maintenance 3-19750 
2570 Other Services -- Major Maint. 
TOTAL 
Hart Hall Game Room 3-19106 
2320 Repair to Equipment 
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Curris Center Operations 3-19200 
1000 Salaries 96,920 
1200 Fringe Benefits 21,969 
1210 FICA Matching 5,106 
1221 KERS Matching 4,844 
1230 Group Medical Insurance 11,540 
1240 Employee Life Insurance 479 
1360 Rental of Uniforms 600 
1680 Student Wages 61,637 
2100 Utilities & Heating Fuels 86,000 
2230 Rental of Equipment 800 
2310 Maintenance of Buildings & 
Grounds 23,000 
2320 Repair to Equipment 1,000 
2530 Laundry and Cleaning 2,400 
2540 Property Insurance 2,500 
2550 Advertising 500 
I 2572 Cable TV 500 2620 Internal Sys. Chgs.--Phone 6,068 3000 General Operating Expenses 15,550 3210 Office Supplies 1,000 
3230 Janitorial & Mt. Supplies 12,500 
3285 On Campus Printing 250 
3600 Travel--Departmental 1,800 
6010 Furniture, Fixtures, and 
Office Equipment .. 10,000 
TOTAL 329,444 
Sugar Cube 3-19204 
1680 Student Wages 9,278 
3130 Food For Resale 22,500 
3288 MSU News Advertising 500 
TOTAL 32,278 
Curri s Center Recreation 3-19201 
1680 Student Wages 16,420 
2320 Repair to Equipment 5,500 
2530 Laundry and Cleaning 100 
I 2550 Advertising 400 3000 General Operating Expenses 5,100 3120 Merchandise for Resale 500 
3990 Mi see 11 aneous 4,600 
6010 Bowling Pin Replacement 2!300 
TOTAL 29,820 
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General Operating Expenses 
3120 Merchandise for Resale 











General Operating Expenses 
Office Supplies 
TOTAL 
On Campus Printing 
Mi see 11 aneous 
Rental Property 3-19300 











Auxiliary Services--Work-Study Matching 3-19400 
1681 University Work-Study--Matching 
TOTAL 
Auxiliary Services--Work-Study 3-19401 
1682 University Hark-Study 
TOTAL 
69 . 
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H&D System Principal* 
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001 Kala M. Stroup 
002 Cathy L. Cole 
003 Patsy R. Dyer 
004 
I 
005 Donna C. Harris 
006 Brenda J. Owen 
007 Sharion A. Bailey 
008 Cynthia B. Maglinger 
I 
Legal Services 
001 James 0. Overby 
002 Mary J. Seavers 














Secretary II G8 
Administrative 
Secretary I I G8 
Administrative 
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FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES 
Vice President's Office 
001 James E. Cofer 
002 Don H. Chamberlain 
(LV) 




002 Charles D. Outland * 
003 Judith A. Morgan 
004 Alvin B. Choate 
005 Linda K. Farley 
006 Naomi B. Rogers 
007 Doris A. Houston 
* Exact title pending 
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Accounting & 
Financial Services 
008 Anita M. Poyner 
009 Ann C. Page 
010 Bettie C. Spann 
I 011 Mabel G. Pickard 
012 Eldora M. Friebel 
013 Kathy L. Sykes 
014 Mary E. Bartlett 
015 Lori Adams 
016 Lori L. Owens 
Ill 017 Sharon Goodyke 
·~:._,' .. _;;~- ::·'-··--.-: . - .· 










Secretary II G8 
Bookkeeper/Clerk G8 
Junior Payroll Clerk 
G8 ' 
Junior Cashier G7 
Clerk/Typist II G6 
Accounting Clerk G6 
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Purchasing & 
General Services 
001 Drane Shelley 
002 Armel Jean Hamra 
003 Nancy S. Balentine 
004 John M. Finley 
005 Barry A. Murphy 
006 Curtis J. Gray 
007 Carl E. Murphy 
008 James A. Oakley 
009 Sharon Graham 
010 James R. Jeffery 
011 Julia F. Cain 
-'.~ _...... ---' . ___,__ ...•. 
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012 V. Elizabeth Brown 
013 Kelly P. Young 
014 Mary L. Horton 
015 Jacquelyn 0. Overbey 
016 Jerel A. West 
017 Virginia J. Reynolds 
018 T. H. Patterson 









Bid Clerk G6 
Confirmation 
Purchase Order Clerk G6 
Central Stores 
Clerk G6 (20hr/wk) 
Truck Driver/ 
Warehouse G5 
Warehouse Laborer G4 
Deliveryman/ 










4.65 9' 105 
267,518 
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Personnel Services 
001 George L. Stockton 
002 Jeffre L. Dreyer 
003 Robbie J. Marine 
004 Sara L. Alexander 
005 Rita D. Culver 
Communications 
001 Doris A. Paradise 
002 Jeffrey W. Doan 
003 Carolyn J. Waddell 
004 Bennie George 













Secretary I G7 






Mail Clerk I G4 












4.90 9,595 I 
4.61 9,626 
. -· .. -· -
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Communications 
005 Pamela Durham 




001 Joe E. Green 
002 William W. Kidd 
003 Billy D. Holloway 
004 David V. Devoss 
I 005 Patsy A. Watson 
005 Donald B. Fleming 
007 Lindo Riley 
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for Training & Patrol 
Patrol Sergeant G10 
(40 hr/wk) 
Patrol Sergeant GlO 
(40 hr/wk) 
Patrol Officer G8 
( 40 hr/wk) 
Patrol Officer G8 
(40 hr/wk) 




·' \ .. •·. ··•''· .. 
·--· .. 










6. 72 14,031 
6. 72 14,031 
6.72 14,031 
•.. , .. 
~ ··~. -. 




008 Robert B. Lamore 
009 Bartholmew Toth 
010 Jeffrey L. Smith 






001 James K. DeBoer 
002 Clifton J. Summerville 
... _ ·--·~ ·-- ~··~·--··-· -............ - -···--
. ..... ··' 
2-16012 
Patrol Officer G8 
(40 hr/wk) 
Patrol Officer G8 
(40 hr/wk) 
Patrol Officer G8 
(40 hr/wk) 
Clerk/Typist II G6 
(37.5hr/wk) 
Parking Lot Attend 






























004 H. Neal Patterson 
005 Thomas H. Wilkins 
006 Ronnie Ragsdale 
007 Sue Mal one 
008 Franklin P. Black 
009 Brenda Rowland 
010 Frank E. Teague 
011 Phyllis Saurer 
012 Ann M. Gupton 
013 Samuel M. Rice 
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Computing & 
Information Systems 
014 David A. Drenner 
015 M. Jeanette Osborne 
016 Jackie Kerr 
017 Cindy Lou Mclaren 
018 Betty R. Wilder 
019 Fugen Muscio 
020 
021 
• ---·- ......... __.__-..;c_ • .:_ ___ ..:..,.... .. _ ~---- ~-
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Computer Operator I 
G8 
Sr. Data Entry Clerk 
G7 
Administrative 
Secretary I G7 
Programmer I 
(20 hr/wk) 






















001 Joe D. Ward* 
002 James Q. Wilson 
003 Kenneth D. Ramsey 
004 Max E. Touchton 
005 Robert R. Nolin 
006 James E. Wilson 
007 Euel L. Kimbro 
008 Marion J. Wyatt 
009 Norma D. Miller 















Secretary I G7 
Seamstress G3 
(22.5 hr/wk) 
_; ;-,. ::.: ' . ·: _-. •' ' .. 
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Motor Pool 
001 Johnny W. Herndon 
002 Paul E. Woods 
003 Kenneth B. Newsome 
004 Timothy J. Wright 
















7.53 15 '723 
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001 Talmadge E. Fannin 
002 James Gallemore 
003 James H. Washer 
004 Kenneth L. Perry 
005 Mildred H. Hodge 
006 Griselda Adams 
007 Joan Cooper 
Engineering & 
Architectural Services 
001 Harry W. Milton 
002 George Pavelonis 
•. ·::. ; ... 
.. · .... , ....... · .· . 




Office Manager 20,090 
Materials Control 8.34 17,414 
Coordinator G12 
(40 hr/wk) 
Warehouseman B G6 5.64 11,776 
(40 hr/wk) 
Administrative 6.92 13,549 
Clerk G9 
(37.5 hr/wk) 
Administrative 5.78 11,317 
Secretary I G7 
(37.5 hr/wk) 





Chief Engineer 31,250 
Interior Designer 25,030 
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003 John N. Nance, Jr. 
004 Donald W. Lovett 
005 larry Anderson 
006 Ronald A. Blyden, Jr. 
Custodial Maintenance 
001 Anthony V. Volpintesta 
002 James Morris 
003 Gordon Burris 
004 William E. Reamer 
005 
006 Perry lamb 




Cabinet Maker G11 













Mover Foreman G8 
Custodian Leader G4 
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Custodial Maintenance 2-17003 (Continued) 
007 Bobby Z. Armstrong Custodian Leader G4 4.65 9,709 
008 Leonard C. Winchester Mover Leadman G4 4.90 10,231 
009 Charles P. Huie Mover G3 4.64 9,688 
010 Jimmie A. Taylor Mover G3 4.55 9,500 
I 011 Gertrude Bennett Housekeeper G3 4.67 9,751 
012 Custodian G2 4.53 9,459 
013 Clara H. Newport Custodian G2 4.53 9,459 
014 Richard M. Pierceall Custodian G2 4.03 8;415 
015 Annie Sims Custodian G2 4.41 9,208 
016 Wayne W. Clark Custodian G2 4.07 8,498 
I 
017 Juanita P. Garland Custodian G2 4.07 8,498 
018 George LaBelle Custodian G2 3.99 8,331 
019 Marlyn L. Snyder Custodian G2 4.24 8,853 
P15 
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Custodial Maintenance 
020 David L. Fowler 
021 Eldon R. Allbritten 
022 James L. Bramley 
023 Myrtle Sims 
024 
025 Bonnie S. Tyra 
026 Mark Hosford 
027· Cleveland F. Fay 
028 Sherrill R. Hicks 
029 Kenneth M. Beane 
030 Franky Scott 
031 Frank N. Gude 
032 Irene E. Carter 
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I 
Custodial Maintenance 2-17003 (Continued) 
033 James D. Puckett Custodian G2 4.31 8,999 
034 Paul A. Lassiter Custodian G2 4.33 9,041 
035 Clara L. Jackson Custodian G2 4.62 9,647 
036 Christine Hardison Custodian G2 3.99 8,331 
I 037 Katherine P. Kendall Custodian G2 4.41 9,208 
038 Martha R. Mooney Custodian G2 3.99 8,331 
039 Dan M. Hale Custodian G2 4.28 8,937 
040 Custodian G2 3.96 8;268 
041 James E. Burnley Custodian G2 3.99 8,331 
042 Max W. Tutt Custodian G2 4.44 9,271 
I 
043 Frankie D. Sims Custodian G2 4.41 9,208 
044 Joe C. Beale Custodian G2 4.33 9,041 
045 Cynthia A. Knight Custodian G2 4.15 8,665 
046 Dwight I. Wyant Custodian G2 4.07 8,498 
P17 
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Custodial Maintenance 
047 Allen L .. Williams 
048 Paul D. Bailey 
049 Betty L. Spencer 
050 Timothy McCoy 
051 Joyce A. Carlton 
052 James W. Williams 
053 Larry G. Darnall 
· 054 Robbie J. Mayo 
055 Robert E. McCarthy 
001 Edward E. West 
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(40 hr/wk unless otherwise 
Building Trades 
002 William R. Marshall 
003 Adrian B. Cloys 
004 James H. Prescott 
~~~ 005 Richard D. Ferguson 
006 Rayman B. Brittain 
. 007 Eugene Burch 
008 J. D. Usrey 
009 Tommy Kimbro 
I 010 
David E. Mullinax 










Carpenter A G10 
Carpenter A G10 
Carpenter Utility 
B G9 
Carpenter B G8 
Floor Repairman & 
Carpet Installer G9 
Floor Repairman & 
Carpet Installer B 
P19 
G7 










5.63 11 '755 
. . . 
. ·.·. ·. . ~: .· . : : ·. :, :· .. : . · .... 
Building & 
E uipment Maintenance 
40 hr/wk unless otherwise 
Building Trades (Continued) 
012 Eurie G. Pogue 
013 Billy Hester 
014 Donald W. Dugger 
015 Louis F. Henson 
016 Donald C. Swift 
017 Eddie 0. Ramsey 
· 018 Jerry H. Parrish· 
019 Homer L. Lusk 
020 Fred Seavers, Jr. 
021 Michael A. Reed 
022 James Rex Cooper 
023 Jimmy L. Bolen 




Masonry Helper G3 
Window Repairman G9 
Window Repairman G9 
Laborer G1 




Plasterer Helper G3 
Foreman 




























•, .. : · .. ·.-. ··. . 0 ~ • 




E ui ment Maintenance 2-17004 (Continued) 
40 hr/wk unless otherwise noted 
Building Trades (Continued) 
024 Jamie G. Harrell Painter Utility A G8 5.94 12,403 
025 Thomas C. Jones Painter Utility A G8 6.07 12,674 
026 Paul Hester Painter A G7 6.61 13,802 
I 027 James M. Ramsey Painter A G7 5.44 11,359 
Electrical & Mechanical 
028 Joe M. Hosford Foreman 21,000 
029 Charles R. Cooksey Electrician A G11 8.97 18,729 
030 0. Gayle Finney Electrician A G11 8. 94 18,667 
031 John R. Morrison Electrician A G11 8.97 18,729 
032 Franklin D. Walker Electrician B G9 6.15 12,841 
I 033 Ralph M. McDaniel Electrician B G9 6.78 14,157 
034 Marc W. Schecter Electrician B G9 7.58 15,827 
P21 




. . . ·. -~ 
-~ . . . 
•• ;···:··.·.· ... :·._._,·· •. ·•· .. · ... ·.·., •. ·. ~-- .:.· ····-~,_,-~.-. .. ,::., ........ "···. ,· .. -.. . 7 '·-'· __ .,. .... _,, .• 1'\~ .. ;----·, \•--; •'<: :-·~-··-<···.·. ~· .,.. ·,. ~-- .-·. ·<·--··"')' _ . ..,. .. 
.... 
Building & 
E uipment Maintenance 2-17004 (Continued) 
40 hr/wk unless othenJise noted 
Electrical & Mechanical (Continued) 
035 Robert W. Scarborough 
036 Murel E. Crittendon 
037 John E. Lax 
038 Timothy R. Cooksey 
039 David B. Amburgey 
040 ~1ilford L. Hicks 
· 041 Ronald L. Robinson 
042 Billy G. Walker 
Central Heating & Cooling Plant 
043 John M. Miller 
044 John D. Cooper 
045 Lloyd Cooper 
~~-- - ,.-.~._ - .. '"""' .... -·-· ... - ---
Foreman 
Master Plumber G11 
Plumber A G10 
Plumber B G9 




Serviceman A G11 
Mechanical 
Serviceman B G9 
Foreman, Central 
Heating & Cooling 
Opera tor A Gll 
Operator A Gll 
P22 
. '. ' . 
._· .. : •'· 
























·-- _... ' ' .. 
~ . -. . . 
. : ,' ·;:."~· .-.. . . '•.; .,: ::; '.... . . . . . : .. ,._., .... -·· ~·- --;-.: ';·-:· : !., ·-.- ,., ·.- • ;_( -. • _ _. . .- :- .,: : · •• -.- . 
..... 




(40 hr/wk unless otherwise noted) 
2-17004 (Continued) 
Central Heating & Cooling Plant (Continued) 
046 Wildie G. Hillman Operator A Gll 8.96 18,708 
047 Irvin L. Miller Operator A Gll 7.65 15,973 
048 Jerry D. Maynard Operator B G9 7.65 15,973 
049 L. A. Sykes Operator B G9 6.46 13,488 
I 
050 Audrey L. Newsome Operator B G9 6.65 13,885 
• 
051 Operator B G9 6.34 13,238 
. En vi ronmenta 1 Systems 
052 Howard L. Newsome Foreman 21,000 
Environmental Controls 
053 Serviceman A G11 8.90 18,583 
054 Robert W. Bramlett Serviceman A G11 8.96 18,708 
I 055 Jerry M. Downey Serviceman A G11 7.20 15,034 





E uipment Maintenance 2-17004 (Continued) 
40 hr/wk unless otherwise noted 
Central Heating & Cooling Plant (Continued) 
057 Robert E. Badger Serviceman B G9 
058 James T. Boggess 
059 Paul L. Robertson 
060 Gerald Miller 
Grounds Maintenance 
001 Hayne T. Harper 
. Landscaping & Lawns 
002 Bobby G. Lax 
003 John Cohoon 
004 Fred A. Shelton 
005 Plomer 0. Futrell 
006 Charles H. Parrish 
007 Lloyd Stevens, Jr. 
--- --·- ..___...,_ ·~- -- .::... ........ 
Serviceman B G9 






Foreman G10 · 
Truck Driver G5 
Gardener G5 
Groundsman A G5 
Groundsman A G5 














-. -. '• . . ~ -. ~~· . 




















008 Z. B. Russell 
009 Roy T. Steele 
010 Doris Scarbrough 
I 011 Thomas H. Jones 
012 Raymond Jetton 
013 Jewell L. Crick 
014 Billy G. Buchanan 
015 Fred T. Lee 
I 
016 Danny R. Brandon 
017 
018 Rex Stone 
. ~ .. .. 
.. , .. 
















Groundsman A G5 

















,• .:...-··· ... '. '. 
Grounds Maintenance 
Grounds (Continued) 
019 I. Newell Hopkins 























_u,,:~-::·,_:' • 0 ' ' ;, ' ' '.·_--'.:-·.:.";:-.. -:.-··:.:.~-.::.·,·-···-~:_:··._ ,.,· .. ,_..- "-·-- : -· . ~-
I 
Vice President's Office 
001 Frank H. Julian 
002 Ross B. Meloan 
003 William W. Furgerson 
~~~~ 004 Jane Conzett 
005 Anne S. Vinson 
· 006 Dorothy L. McCann 




•;·· .. . ·: . . 
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT 
2-16961 






(! time)(See 2-15950) 
(32,150) 
Foreign Student 
Advisor (t time) 





Secretary I G7 
Clerk/Typist II G6 













( 2) 600 
( 2) 600 
1,530 
. . '·- . :': ·_'·· ·: 
·' ... 








001 William L. Allbritten Director & 
Associate Professor 
002 Connie J. Boltz 
003 Paul M. Naberezny 
004 Billie H. Burton 
005 





Counselor & • 
Instructor 
Counselor/Coord. 
of Services for Adult 
Students(t time) 















(A) 19,500 I 
(A) 19 '150 
10,250 
9,220 
5.51 10 '789 
(4) 1,200 1 
(4) 1,200 
- ~~-: -· ..... _~:~'·:_ ••• ;-"'· 7 :~.-~· .:~ .. _:_·.-: ~--·· 
;., . 







Admissions & Records 
001 Phillip Bryan, Jr. 
002 Fay Nell Flora 
003 William F. Adams 
004 Carlisle M. Lancaster 
005 Phayree V. Cook 
Ill 006 Carmen S. Garland 
007 Vallie 0. Morris 






Dean of Admissions & 


























: '.' .. 
"" .. · :; .. 
Admissions & Records 
008 Patricia J. Zoeller 
009 Dana D. Allen 
010 Muriel L. Baar 
011 Olivia B. Marshall 
012 Juanita A. Cohoon 
013 Mary E. Smith 
. 014 t~ary A. Wilson 
015 Katherine B. Kerr 
016 Dee Ann Umar 
017 Pamela B. Clark 






Secretary III G9 









Evaluations Clerk G9 
Inquiry Clerk G7 
Administrative 









6.80 13 ,311 








•'· .. --·. 
~. ;· 
'· ... ,·, . ·.' 
• ' • , , .',• , • • '• • ~,_ '~ • , - o '-, - •, ' • ' • ' : •' ,' o ,',, "' ' ' •,. ,•',, ,· ,' I:.'.'_,~~~:.:.· :, ' ,','<' ',··.·. '_ •. -::_._:.·~~ •• •· .••.• • .. • ,•.·,'; >,<• •.• :,.·,·,:.,,: ' •• :,,.,· ',· .. ,,.,,:,,, ·-.~, ••• :~· .... _.._,,~-,-._..,._;· ... ~,,~;·t'/-~;.-. __ .·. -:~~-:-~~~-~_.<--·-·:":J- ... :.:: .. ~_:-.:~ ,".'<·~:.··<.··::·•_i'-:·1•-_ i' -- -- . ~. . - .,"" ~ • .· ... --
:. ·.,-.. ,_ :., :. 
I 
Admissions & Records 
019 Betty J. Nanny 
020 Kathee T. Caines 
021 Brenda R. Hart 
022 Nell R. Mastera 




001 Harry U. Whayne, M.D. 
I 002 Roberta M. Garfield 
003 Kathleen Price 
2-15001 (Continued) 
Clerk III G6 
Clerk III G6 
Foreign Student 
Admissions Clerk G6 
(20 hr/wk) 









Administrator & Nurse 
Staff Nurse Gll 
P31 
• I :: ( ' .~'!, 
5.41 10,580 
5.00 9,782 
5.00 5 '216 










004 ~1arcia C. Hendren 
005 Bridget K. Stuart 
006 Judith A. Eldredge 
007 Mary P. Usher 
008 Patricia Hosford 
009 Robert F. Dunn 
.. 010 
Housing 
001 Charles H. Hulick 
002 Paula J. Hulick 
003 Marisa L. Davis 
- .-- -~- . ..4 •• 
2-15002 (Continued) 
Lab Superviser G11 
(20 hr/wk--Summer) 
(30 hr/wk--Fall & Spring) 
Staff Nurse Gll 
Staff Nurse Gll 
Staff Nurse G11 
(24 hr/wk) 
Administrative 







Asst. Director for 
Administration 








.. ..:• ~ .-; . ; -.. -: ·~·-- ·--' 
. :>( 
I 
7.78 11 '546 
7.79 11 ,451 
7. 62 11,201 
. 7.88 7,415 








' . ' .;. .. ' ... ::, . . :._:-_:··:~- ·. :.- .. 
. .. ·, .·n-S ,- • · .• , · ··:·· • .·'". • ' ·:- · · 
I 
Housing 
004 Carolyn Lane 











'. -·--· .. ··· ... 
2-15003 (Continued) 
Administrative 

























( 9) 2,400 
. :· .. . 







Student Financial Aid 
. 001 Johnny D. McDougal 
002 Charles B. Vinson 
003 Joyce A. Gordon 
004 Margaret E. Yuill 
005 Ruth A. Buck 
006 Jacqueline Sykes 
'. ' . 
'···,• .... ·. 
. .. · ... 














Bookkeeper II G9 
Administrative 
























'• ' .· .. .''· .. 
. ·.··. 
Student Financial Aid 
007 Marilyn J. Welter 
008 Rita D. McCuiston 
009 Dorothy R. Halley 
010 ~Ianda G. Wright 
011 Rheanetta J. Coleman 
012 Dena Jan Wisehart 
· 013 Helen J. Fox 
014 Jenna C. Carter 
Curri s Center 
Administration 
001 David Kratzer 
002 James F. Carter 
·. ,'." 
'•, .. 
'·.·, .. .-·.· 









Fiscal Clerk G7 
Student Loan Clerk 
G7 
Fiscal Clerk G7 






.•. ~ .. 
.... ~ .. .,.,. .... 












.. , - ... 
- ~ .. 
·' •• < •••• " ·-· - '-- •• '· ·''-< ~' .. . . . 
Curris Center 
Administration 
003 Howard R. Jewell 
004 Gale J. Vinson 
005 G. Jean Morgan 






.. ___________ ...__ ..... ~ ....... ·-------- .. -- -. --
·:.:-··':' 






Secretary I G7 
Sugar Cube/ 
Information Desk 
















(10) 5.48 9,558 
I 
( 8) 3,600 
(8) 3,600 
. ( 8) 
(8) 3,600 
{8) 2,400 I 
113.771 
. .. : -- . .... .. --:-J·. ·- -':.·". -. : . .., .·· .· 
··.. . . . ' .. ::. . . :.·· .. -... -· .. .' . ,·· . : ... 
:·,::~::::-.. :~~:;.:..:'~: .. :--;-:,:.~_.·,··:·.)~··:""":";_··.·~-:.r::: .. :;·.-,·:.,·····:_ . ...,_ •. :: ... , .. •:~:,:.~,,: .. _.~·-,_.. -.~-_-,w ,•.,': ·. _!.::·,:,, . - .• -· .. --~ ·, · •' ---~- , . . . 




001 James R. Saurer 
002 Eddie K. Morris 
003 
Cooperative Education & 
Placement Services 
001 Robert L. Richard 
002 Yvette R. Payne 
003 William W. Furgerson 
004 Janice S. Kind 
005 Janice H. Parm 
006 Martha L. Pitman 
007 Saundra S. Edwards 
·-· --- -·--'---- --- -- _ .. -. ___ ..__ 
2-16962 
Director of Campus 
Recreation 
Coordinator of (10) 
Intramurals & Sports 
Clubs 









Program (20 hrs/wk) 
Administrative 
Secretary I G7 
Administrative 
Secretary I G7 
Administrative 



















. '·. ,·.·· .. · 
~· . :. '. ~ 
' . .-~--. 
·- ... 
• ' • > • •• ;- ·• ~- • 
Minority Student Services 
001 Bernadette S. Jones 
002 
Learning Center 
001 Margaret H. Phelan 
002 
003 Bonnie C. Higginson 
004 Karen L. Schwitters 
005 Doris B. Cella 
006 Mary L. Schultz 
007 
008 






Graduate Assistant (8) 
2-11805 
Tutor Coordinator/ (A) 







Reading Specialist (A) 
& Instructor 
Coordinator of (A) 













• .• <·. 










4.98 5,200 I 
2,400 
2,400 
.. :· -~··: 
. ~- •· . ·' . . .. ~ . . ,... •• ,>. • •• : .' • • ·. ·.~· ' .. 
~ ._., : .-· -" .. ';-:·_..-·: , ... -
~- . -.: \. ... ' 
I 
Learning Center 2-11805 (Continued) 
009 Graduate Assistant (8) 2,400 





~--; _ ___,.__ .. ---- , " 
~ . . · .. -, 
..... ·.·· 
.... ~·- .. , :- . .. . . ' . . . 
. .~. ·. 
. -
_,. ~" ":~~~ )-? ~~::·h-:·'.:~.: .... __ -_-~: .. ---~~~f··-~i··~:<.-::·-l··~'":;..~-- ~!~·-. ~:.:--.;:·· :..,~~: -: :'· .::::' -,.:.~ _.:; :~- f ;.-- ... ; ··:::.-- _. ; .. -::~; • ::· --~-~~ • .... :-<._. :·-"';·:;,: '· ·.· ~-:;. (. · .• :,.:.. ... ·. ; .. ':', ~-. ·~···... -," • - ~ , :- -:".-- . 
_._...,. 
. ... •.·;,:-.·.·· 
• ! • • • • 
Vice President's Office 
001 David W. Perrin 




002 Dwain F. Mcintosh 
003 Danny H. Roberts 
004 R. Barry Johnson 
005 She l i a F. Evans 
006 Levicie Zambella 
007 Craig M. Bohnert 
~ --- ···- ... ____ ........,___- .... -....-.. -. -~-
-:.· .. -:: ... _.; ·'. <·.·. 
UNIVERSITY RELATIONS AND DEVELOPMENT 
2-16003 







& Assistant Professor 
Radio-TV 




Secretary I G7 
Administrative 





















,,_.-:. _., . .· • .. 
··,··· •·• ·, .• '.!Jl),•• •• ;_. ~..--,·.:. •· • ..: ·• ... •<---~~-~.~----··:-_;.{"'-',·.-~c~•-·:".:.,.;_~_~f- "'",•· -~ ,_ :•_, _.~_,_ ... _/..-:. ·. <:-1-._,;,_-~···-~ -;,·.•_;:,, .. ,.:;_;.::-···,·:,: .. ,:-, .. -~~-~~·,·."''·, ,>--._,.;·.,·.~:·-'; .:_-r"t':••~ -~,.:- ... «_,•·· .•- --·•. .---·:• ... _ .. -~ ,· • •· • • _ ....... - • • • .- - • .-_· -.• .. ·.-...;_ • 
I 
Printing Services 
001 John McDonald 
002 Linda M. Pierce 
003 Robert L. Pearce 
004 
I 005 Lila A. McCuiston 
006 Loyd S. Perkins 
007 Margaret DeClerk 
008 Alice F. Emerson 
009 Lowe 11 Adams 
I 010 Anna M. Cunningham 
011 Ava N. Watkins 
_____ _: ___ = 
2-16010 





Bindery Foreman GlO 
Photolithographer 
G10 








Composer Operator II 
G8 
Composer Operator I 
G7 
P41 
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6.80 13 ,311 
6.31 12,363 




012 H. Marie Jones 
013 Larry Lamb 
014 Lizze A. Cole 
015 Ruth F. Nance 
016 Frank Fazi 
017 
Office of Publications 
001 John McDonald 
002 
003 Janice Tucker 
2-16010 (Continued) 





Bindery Helper G5 
Maintenance and 


































001 Donna Herndon 
002 Linda J. Moore 
003 Ruth Hughes 





001 Martha L. Guier 
002 Sally L. Alexander 




Secretary I G7 
Clerk IV G7 






Sec ret a ry I G6 
P43 
. •. ·'· ...... •o;,. 





( 8) 3,600 





Office of Development 
001 Don C. Kelly 
002 
003 
004 Dorothy Barrow 
005 Daytha D. Howell 
Public Address System 
001 
_ ...................... ·.:... _ _...__..._.. ........... . 





Secretary I I I G9 
Bookkeeper I G8 


























001 Johnny L. Reagan 
002 Steve J. Newton 
003 Frank M. Beamer 
004 H. Mike Dill 
(75 & 25) 
005 
· 006 Mi chae 1 P. Mahoney 
(75 & 25) 
007 Mark R. Thomas 
(75 & 25) 
008 Keith A. Jones 
(75 & 25) 
009 Michael B. Clark 
(75 & 25) 
010 Robert E. Foster, Jr. 
(75 & 25) 
·---- ---·- .... ----···-'""" .... ----~ ... ·. 
. .. ,. 
. ' ....... ~·. ·.· . ; ... 
ATHLETICS 
2-15800 
Athletic Director & 
Head Baseball Coach 
Head Men's Basketball 
Coach & Assistant 
Professor 
Head Football Coach 
& Assistant Professor 
Assoc. Men's Basketball 
Coach & Instructor 
• 
Asst. Men's Basketball 
Coach 
Asst. Head Football Coach 
& Instructor 
Asst. Football 
Coach & Instructor 
Asst. Football Coach 
& Instructor 
Asst. Football Coach 
& Instructor 













' ... · . . .· -~· ,. ' . . ;. 
Athletic Director 
011 Larry Creekmore 
(75 & 25) 
012 Billy D. Childers 
(75 & 25) 
013 Connie J. Keasling 
014 
(75 & 25) 
015 Raymond T. Hewitt 
2-15800 (Continued) 
Asst. 




Head Women's Tennis 
Coach & Asst. Women's 
Basketball Coach 
Women's VolleybalJ 
Coach; Asst. Coach & 
Instructor 
Men's Golf Coach 
(part-time) • 










018 Lowell E. Key 
019 Thomas C. Woodson 









*External Funding--Excluded from total 
P46 
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Athletic Director 
021 
022 Claire M. Benton 
023 Joyce S. Herndon 
024 Shirley M. Reamer 
I 












Sec ret a ry I I G8 
Administrative 
Secretary I G7 
Administrative 
Secretary I G7 
Clerk/Typist G5 









.. . -· -~ . ~ . 
- '' ' 
__ .,_ .. ,.:.·- •. - .. :·:;:-.:,.~-~---·J, 
,.,; 






















__ ._: .. ... . 
---~·~--..,....--, __ ,.;.___... _________ ... -~ -----
..· 
:·· -· .. 
~ ... 
• • ·,. •' ., ·• • ~~- • "•·. e· .·. ·~ • •. ; • • 
I 
2-15800 (Continued) 
Graduate Assistant (8) 3,600 
Graduate Assistant (8) 3,600 
Graduate Assistant (8) 3,600 
498,575 
2-15803 








··'· ·. ·.-· 
/""'• 
I 
Vice President's Office 
001 James L. Booth 
002 William F. Payne 
003 Moses S. Koch 
~~~ 004 Barbara A. Rose 
005 Mary E. Outland 
Office of 
Grants Development 
001 Norman 0. Lane 
1 002 Sherry J. McClain (LWOP) 
->!"-; 
···- :·- ~- .-. -





Coord. of Grad. 
Studies 
& Associate Professor 
Assistant to the (A) 
Vice President & Prof. 




















5.88 11 ,513 
44,613 
-,_, -.-·.,. · .. : :_. 
Center for 
Continuing Education 
001 Donald E. Jones 
002 Stan R. Key 
003 Lawrence H. Moore 
004 Billie H. Burton 
005 Vivian M. Hale 
006 Marilyn A. McCuiston 
007 
*$13,810 is MSU Funded 
.. -~;o.__ ·-~ ··-·--~----··· _.._._ __ _ 
. ....... . 
. ; .:f>.:. .. 
. ....... 
2-11908 
Dean for Extended Ed 
& Asst. to Vice President 
& Professor 
Director of 
Conferences & Workshops 
Coordinator of 
Special Projects 
Coordinator of Adult 
Outreach (t time)(20,480) 
(See 2-15000) 
Administrative 
Secretary III G9 
Departmental 














• • :. ', '• ' •' w' ·:~ ........ -' • ... 












. ·.,.:,. :.: ·-·· 
2-11800 







.·'. . . . ·.· ..... ~- .. 









003 Rex F. Ga 11 oway 
004 Edna L. Vaughn 
005 Pamela S. Duncan 
Accounting 
001 John A. Thompson 
002 Thomas I. Miller 
003 Owen B. Moseley 
004 Philip Tibbs 
005 John W. Devine 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS & PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
2-14100 
Dean & Professor 
Assistant Dean & 
~iBA Director & 
Associate Professor 






































;;-·-. . -··, 
"' ... ·~ 
. :. . .-. 
. · .. · : . 
. . . - ". -- .. : 
·: ,- .... -... , .... 




008 Holly S. Rudolph 
009 Jane P. Hall 
I 010 Donna C. Mi 11 er (LWOP) 
Computer Studies 
001 Wayne D. Smith 
002 David L. Eldredge 
(Sab. Lv.) 
003 William F. Smith 
I 004 Richard Gray 
005 John D. McGregor 
006 Robert A. Batts, Jr. 










































. •. . · . 
..... ·. _:· : . . . · .. 
- .. -._·_, .· 
·.-.--....., -'· 
Computer Studies 
007 Merle B. Grady 
008 Hi 11 i am F. Ly 1 e 
009 Marlene L. Campbell 
010 Kenneth H. Sutrick 
011 Howard Giles Jr. 
012 
013 Marianne D. Scott 
Economics & Finance 
001 H. Frank Edwards 
002 James F. Thompson 
003 Gilbert L. Mathis 
004 Howard C. Giles 
..... 































.-·:- ;>_• •.. 














- . . ·. " 
_·.:·.··:.--··. • • .;: ••• ', w •••• ,.: • •• ,.· 
·. ' . 
. . 
I 
Economics & Finance 
005 Larry D. Guin 
006 Dannie E, Harrison 




011 Marian H. Elkins 
Management & Marketing 
001 William B. Seale 
I 002 Roy V. Kirk 
003 Philip B. Niffenegger 
004 Ronald W. Clement 
-- __ ......_ . -----· ·' --
· .. 

















.··.: .... - ,. - . -
·.-. . . •·. ~ . . . . . 
(A) 36,500 
(A) 30,580 










' .. -~ ' : ·. '; <- ... 
.. ;. .. -,~ _:. . . :., : . ··. 
Management & Marketing 
005 Gary R. Brockway 
006 Roger C.-Schoenfeldt 
007 R. B. Barton 
008 Richard C. Williams 
009 W. Glynn Mangold 
010 Leon C. Edwards 
011 Fred Miller 
· 012 Carolyn C. Reagan 
Office Administration 
& Business Education 
001 Jules V. Harcourt 
002 Adolph C. Krizan 





















':<-~ ..;• ' 






(A) 29.650 I 
(A) 28,560 
(A) 28,250 












& Business Education 
004 Patsy A. Nichols 
005 
006 Donna F. Marine 
Political Science 
& Legal Studies 
001 Gene J. Garfield 
. 002 Farouk F. Umar . 
003 Winfield H. Rose 
004 Steven L. West 
005 
006 Joseph L. Rose 
007 Mark J. Wattier 
- .. . ... ,~-~ 





Sec ret a ry I I G7 
2-11106 
































& Legal Studies 
·> .. • . 
008 Latricia G. -Webb- West 
009 Joanna F. Orr 
Criminal Justice 
001 Paul H. Johnson 
002 John Faughn 
Owensboro MBA 
001 Jane F. Wells 
: - - -
. . . - . -




































001 William D. Parsons 
002 Paul Shahan 
003 Gertrude Dawson 
Art 
00 1 Rubert -w ;- -ttea·d 
Melody M. Weiler 
002 Frederick W. Shepard 
003 Karen W. Boyd 
004 Me l-edy- -14 ;--we i-1-e-r> 
Robert W. Head 
005 Michael E. Johnson 
(Sab. Lv.) 
006 W. Harry Furches 
007 Dale D. Leys 
: . : -.... :· . ,.:;. 
. . . ' . 
. t:•."' ;t.~"i')"::~'\._r;,\•.~:-'~:~..,.~i~:r,.'·:~.)-h ... '·'·;~:"";'{.,~.:~'0;:~"'{-'< .,·~·.;;~:;·--::>~.:.._;: ·~ '.:.. . :: · ~. '·•. • '/. 
FINE ARTS AND COMMUNICATION 
2-14200 
Dean & Professor 
of Speech & Theatre 
Asst. Dean & 
Professor 
Administrative 




































008 Jerry B. Speight 
009 Joe V. Rigsby 
010 Mary J. Timmerman 
011 Diane C. Gregory 
012 Steven C. Bishop 
013 Paul M. Sasso 
014 
. 015 
016 Robert M. Watts 
017 Sue M. Cochran 
018 Brenda A. Mansfield 
019 











& Gallery Director 
Departmental 
Secretary I I G7 
Depa rtmenta 1 
































.·,·,_._.-::--··- .. .,_ .. _. --· 






~~~ 001 Robert H. McGaughey 
002 W. Ray Mofield 
003 Ralph E. Carmode 
004 Thomas N. Chilikas 
005 Roger D. Haney 
006 
I 007 John F. Di 11 on 
008 Debbie S. Wattier 
009 















Murray State News 























. ~ · .. · :: '. ' 
, , I ' ;_'.. , ' , • , 
... 
. •' ,-~, .. ~ ... ' . .\:·:::_~-~:,-~ .. =-~.;~':,:;~1:"-:"·· ...... :~:~;~-:::~.::-~ 
'--·. --- . -
Journalism & 
Radio-TV 
010 Robert E. Browning 
011 Linda B. Mayfield 
Music 
001 Roger E. Reichmuth 
002 
003 Irma H. Collins 
004 Carl S. Rogers 
005 Eula L. McCain 
006 Henry C. Bannon 
007 Donald L. Story 
008 Marie H. Taylor 
009 Raymond L. Conklin 
. ·---. . ~---
... · .· 
' •<.:.- ~- :, 
2-11202 (Continued) 
Engineer MSU TV 
Departmental 








































-. -· .. ' . 
.. - -... 
.. -··--
.'- ;-· : .. 
• :. - :,•. ~~.: . . ·~- . _.,: -· ., ::,.'.., •. ,·;"-~ -· .. ,' ,-·:. ,· ~ ,·.' ' . -· ' ·, ' ·,.,· ... • •... , .' .•·· -·-· · .. ·:-._:.,:,:,.,:: :,· •.. ::._··.':'· _::_:_~_._,_.· .•. ::_·, ~ ..• ·.•. •.,.· .->.'·.·.·.··· .··,--:··.~-1·.;""·''·.··;,_ •. ·_.· ... ·.· •..• ;,.;_--· .. -,·.· ·.· 
.... _r.: .. "'.--~-.- •• ;~--.-:···--··<·-.; ...... _.·_ ....... -. .-:;_·:~-.-- •;- ;-.::::~""··.;:·:~.-. - -- - - . _._ - . -- -- :: ~ -·: . ' 
........ 
.,_._._._..,_ -... ,, .. <" ... 
I 
Music 
010 Kay G. Bates 
011 Stephen B. Brown 
012 
013 David A. Wells 
I 014 Richard J. Scott 
015 Tom R. Vanarsdel 
016 
017 John C. Schlabach 
018 Charles G. Snead 
019 James C. Thompson 
I 020 










































022 Mary A. Seaford 
023 Yvonne L. Yates 
Speech Communication 
& Theatre 
001 Jerry W. Mayes 
002 Vernon W. Gantt 
003 Mark J. Malinauskas 
004 James W. Biggs 
005 Carroll F. Harrison 
006 Je¥¥y-W.-Mayes-
007 James I. Schempp 
008 Karen A. Balzer 
,,. : '•. 
-..... < ( .,._ ... ".' ... '• 
2-11203 (Continued) 
Departmenta 1 
Secretary I I G7 
Clerk/Typist I G5 
(25 hr/wk) 
2-11204 
. · .'' ··.- .. · 
(10) 
Chairman & Assoc. Professor 
Professor 
Professor & 
















. .. -. •(. -













.·.:, .. ·· .· ··, ::- .. ~- .. :.:::·~ :~·!·:~ .. :.- -· 






009 William R. Peeler 
010 
011 Leslie Welker 
012 Leslie Welker 
013 Jamie R. Helton 
WK~1S-FM Radio Station 
001 Janet R. Kenney 
002 Steven D. Morgan 
003 Patrick O'Neill 
004 Joseph N. Jackson 
·--- ---· __ .... ' ____ .,- - .... - ~ ~ ....... 




Forensics & Instructor (t time) 
Departmental 
Secretary I G6 
Departmental 














. : :' ': •t.-: . 
(A) 20,850 
(A) 11,220 
(10) 5.19 8,486 
( 2) 5.19 1,142 
(9) 4.97 4,870 
270,978 







: ...... ·' 
'- .-·.-
<',•··.· - -· - .. _ . 
--~- ---
' .. · : . ··- ,· 
.. ·• .. ···:._ ... ,, _-,_-,_. 
-· \-~~'";". ,: . 
.. ' ··- '.) . ~ . --~ ·-. ·-
·. \'· •, ; .. _ 
. .. ;'···. -· . ~'· .. ) .': .; . ,,· .. :·: .-. }; .\ .. , __ '•·· .. •·. 
WKMS-FM Radio Station 
005 Robert T. Bryan 
006 Ann Palormo 









*External Funding--Excluded from total 
**-f-i-f -t1'- -per-c-ent- -of- -5il-l-i!-i1'- -t-o- -be- -c-<We!"€<1- -ey- -j)f'-i-v-a-t-e- -f-1.1flds 
75% external funds and 25% MSU 
P66 









~ .... ·. 




001 Gary W. Boggess 
002 Dale J. Hopkins 
003 David L. Howell 
I 004 Robert L. Smith 
005 Edward W. Schnautz 
006 Molly F. Ross 
007 Madolyn E. Crysler 
008 Janice L. Johnson 
I 009 Denise H. Winstead 
010 
;_, ... 
.:. "·(: . 
..... 










Worker G9 Biological 
Station (40 hr/wk) 
Administrative 
Secretary III G9 
Resource Center 
Coordinator G6 
Clerk/Typist I G5 
(1393 total hours) 
Clerk Typist II G6 
Graduate Assistant 
P67 
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-~- . . :' 
. . 





001 Charles E. Kupchella 
002 Charles G. Smith 
003 H. E. Eversmeyer 
· 004 Marion D. Hassell 
005 Marian J. Fuller 
006 Joe M. King 
007 W. J. Pitman 
008 Robert E. Daniel 
009 C. D. Wilder 
-· ~- ~ ··- ----- .... ,_ ------ ~--. 
• •• , o' 
, ..... 














































'- ,. -·· . ·: . ~ . . .., . 
I 
Biological Sciences 
010 James B. Sickel 
011 James G. Stuart 
012 Stephen B. White 
013 Tom J. Timmons 
1 014 ~Jes 1 ey L. Shoop 
015 Thomas W. Hejkal 
016 Kathleen P. Morris 
017 
018 E. Jean Lynch 
I Chemistry 
001 Vaughn Vandegrift 
002 Howell R. Clark 












































.,,_ - ''·: .·.:,,· •. ~·-.:·: -·-.:: ..• ~:s·-;;.::~·;-:_:{.--':.'::·· .•. - : .• ._ :··· -... 
Chemistry 
003 Karl F. Hussung 
004 B. E. McClellan 
005 Harry L. Conley, Jr. 
006 Melvin B. Henley 
007 Oliver J. Muscio 
008 David A. Owen 
009 Jeffrey E. Anderson 
010 Robert F. Volp · 
011 Arlene R. Courtney 
012 Mustafa I. Selim 
013 Maria B. Woods 
-:._ "'~--·--· 
.-·.. . .· .·• ~ . 
' .. 





Associate Professor (A) 
Associate Professor (A) 
Associate Professor (A) 
Assistant Professor (A) 
Assistant Professor (A) 
Assistant Professor (A) 
Assistant Professor & (A) 
Director of Chemical 
Service Lab 
Departmental 5.89 















: ·: ... 
. ·, -~. '·.>~., ., ~- : ..... .,· :- -~-~-... "• •.'. 
I 
Geosciences 
001 Neil V. Weber 
002 Peter W. Whaley 
003 James P. Matthai 
004 Thomas C. Kind 
I 005 Armin Lee Clark 
006 John E. Mylroie 
007 Burl I. Naugle 
008 Steven I. Usdansky 
009 Vernada L. Shelby 
010 Charletter R. Ellis 
I 
. ::· -~ · .. : . ·-:. : .. ,,-'.:··,:·: t.·-~-> 
2-11305 
Chairman & Professor 










Secretary II G7 
P71 












'.- ... ,_. 
_>'>:.:::_,:,··.-..',;:. ~.":'-:-'(\.'.:~.·-, .. -.. - ... '·•<"'· .. ··· -.. , ... , .. '· .. 
Mathematics 2-11306 
001 Donald Bennett Chairman & Professor 
002 Gary D. Jones Professor 
~-
003 Harvey L. Elder Professor 
004 Harold G. Robertson Professor 
005 Grady L. Cantrell Professor 
006 W. E. Mahfoud Professor 
007 Jack D. Wilson Associate Profesor 
· 008 Kenneth B. Fairbanks Associate Professor 
009 Wayne C. Bell Associate Professor 
010 George N. Britt, Jr. Assistant Professor 
011 Robert Pervine Assistant Professor 
012 Roger Abernathy Assistant Professor 































............. ,. .. -_-: -~- . ' : . ~ .... · .. : ·:: .-; 
• • ' .':, • r' • 






~~~ 018 Kathryn P. King 
I 
Physics & Astronomy 
001 Robert C. Etherton 
002 Louis M. Beyer 
(Sab. Lv.) 
003 William G. Read 
004 William E. Maddox 
005 Lynn B. Bri dwe 11 
(LWOP) 































,· ,•' . - .·-," ._. :- :-~ . 
·.··.:. 
Physics & Astronomy 
007 William B. Taylor 
008 Don D. Duncan 
009 Billy E. Burnley 
010 Kevin Sisson 
011 Glenda R. Miller 
Nursing 
. 001 
002 Nancy L. Nygaard 
003 Martha A. Erwin 
004 Jean K. Cul p 
005 Oleta E. Burkeen 
006 Barbara K. Culbert 











































., ...... ,;, ~. ·, ... ·., '·' .... ·.- ..... 
._ ·, .. 
... , . 
Nursing 2-11404 (Continued) 
007 Jeanette P. Furches Assistant Professor (A) 25,050 
008 Michael B. Perlow Assistant Professor (A) 24,550 
009 Assistant Professor (A) 22,510 
010 Faye B. Austin Assistant Professor (A) 22,400 
I Oll Geneva Cooper Assistant Professor (A) 21,900 
012 Elizabeth Powell Assistant Professor (A) 21,400 
• 
013 Barbara A. Davis Assistant Professor (A) 21,200 
. 014 Assistant Professor (A) 20,850 
015 Nancey E. France Assistant Professor (A) 20,350 
015 Margaret J. Cannon Assistant Professor (A) 20,350 
017 Sharon U. Myatt Assistant Professor (A) 20,350 
I 018 Betty L. Stadler Assistant Professor (A) 20,350 
019 Paulette L. Kent Instructor (A) 17,000 
P75 
. ·- •' : ·. _.:.:.·.,: .. :_ •. :.-:~.-.: .. 
.. ~ -. · .... :-- :; - .... :--. ·' : . ~ . 
Nut·sing 
020 Ann G. Minor 
021 Norma L. ·Robertson 




Secretary I I G7 
Clerk/Typist I G5 
P76 
. .; -,·. :._, . - -.. -· ·, .· . { .. ' .. ~-;. ' ... --
I 
(A) 15,150 
(11) 5.89 10,561 








001 Janice F. Weaver 
002 
003 Hugh A. Noffsinger 
004 Ellen W. Harrell 
005 Aline W. McClure 
Elementary & 
Secondary Education 
001 Truman D. Whitfield 
002 Richard H. Usher 
003 William 0. Price, Jr. 
004 John G. Taylor 
. ': ·. --· .-.: ~ ... : 
. ,., .. 
. . '· .,\'.·.'·'~.:·, .. -,·.... ' . -::. .. . ' . -
- - /' ' .. ,· :·· .. .' ~ .. , -... _.,_' 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
2-14400 
Dean 






Secretary III G9 
• 
Administrative 























.. - . 
· .. 
. :··· . ,·-
. : .. 
Elementary & 
Secondary Education 
005 J. C. Hainsworth 
006 Bobby G. Malone 
007 Lewis L. Bossing 
008 James B. Carlin 
009 Willis N. Johnson 
010 Garth F. Petrie 
. 011 Ray P. Moore 
012 Janice Hooks 
013 Joseph A. Baust 
014 Vernon E. Shown 
015 Gertrude L. Volk 

















































.: . .. : .... 
'- ..... '· .... - ·:, .. ;· . : :' . . ··... ,--_ ... 
I 
.. ,:· ·-:·· 
Elementary & 
Secondary Education 
017 Terry L. Wilson 
. ~-·,, ·.-. ~ .. 
018 Celia J. Coleman 




.· & Counseling 
001 James W. Willis 
002 W. Ben Humphreys 
003 S. M. Matarazzo 
004 Thomas F. Holcomb 
005 Moses S. Koch 
______ ... __ ... __ ...._ 




Center (t time) & Instr. 
(t time) 
Departmental 
Secretary II G7 
Departmental 





































006 Hugh A. Noffsinger 
007 Tom L. Wagner 
008 Glen R. Hendren 
009 Richard J. Hazler 
010 Lanette H. Thurman 
011 Lowell D. Latta 
012 Bonnie S. Adams 
013 Ruth G. McManamy 
014 
. . .. ': ..... : ~ ' ·, ; . '" . 
2-11405 (Continued) 












& Director of Guidance 
Departmental 
Secretary II G7 
Departmental 
Secretary I G6 
Honoraria for Off-








. : ' ' 
·, .·' 

















001 Thomas B. Posey 
002 
003 Charles A. Homra 
004 
~~~ 005 Frank Kodman, Jr. 
006 J. Thomas Muehleman 
007 Terry R. Barrett 
008 Brian D. Mullen 
009 
010 Verna M. Phillips 
I 011 Martha N. Norsworthy 
.... -~---... ....... ---~ ...... 
.:. . . ..... ~ _: 
. - ... ; .. ' .. . ~- : . . . . . . :'" 
2-11407 










Depa rtmenta 1 














(11) 5.09 9,126 
286,743 
' _, .· 
. - ·.-
... ~' -·. ~ --
Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation 
001 Chad Stewart 
002 James H. Frank 
003 E. Bailey Gore 
004 John K. Puree 11 
005 Dianne O'Brien 
006 
007 Daniel L. McDonald 
008 Pamela L. Rice 
009 Gerard G. Lyons 
010 Wi 11 iam Holt 
011 Bennie A. Puree 11 
(60 & 40) 
012 Margaret P. 
(60 & 40) 
Simmons 
~-': ,: ' ... :- .· . 
·-;- ....... _: 
2-11408 









Assistant Professor (t time) 
Assistant Professor& 
Tennis Coach 




























. . . . · .. 
;'•. _ .... ..,_,· . \ -:- ·. . .: . . .··; . . ....... .. . ... 




.··. · .. 
Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation 
013 Tom E. Simmons 
(60 & 40) 
014 James A. Flanagan 
(60 & 40) 
015 
016 Sharon E. Steele 
017 Cong G. Dinh 
018 Steven L. Duncan 
019 John S. Goodman 
020 
._ . ...__ ___ - -·-·---- ........ ~ ._. 
. . . . -, . 
2-11408 (Continued) 
Athletic Trainer & 
Assistant Professor 
Track Coach & 
Instructor 
Departmental 
Sec ret a ry I G6 
Departmental 
Secretary I G6 
(Women's Athletics) 
Equipment Room 
Manager G2 (40 hr/wk) 




Manager G2 (40 hr/wk) 
Visiting Lecturer 
P83 
... ""' ~ .. 






(11) 4.42 8,451 
(11) 4.42 8,451 







"'. "-" . - - . 
.. _,._ .. 
Special Education 
001 Viola P. Miller 
002 Yancey L; Watkins 
003 James B. Carlin 
004 
005 Allan L. Beane 
(Sab. Lv.) 
006 Marilyn T. Condon 
007 Sam H. Minner 
008 Elizabeth G. Blodgett 
009 l~ayne K. Gwaltney 
010 Thomas Ballowe 
011 Greg A. Prater 
012 Susan J. Snell 
2-11409 






(! time)(See 2-11403) 
(28,680) 
Associate Professor 
& Director Div. of 


































. . . - - -· 
. _.; 
. ·. ~ . ~ .. 
'• .. 
... -...:·: 
. . . '.· 





015 Amy P. Kinsey 
016 Carla L. Barnett 
I 
Office of Field Services 
001 Gary G. Schroeder 
002 Arvin D. Crafton 
003 Jo H. Lovett 
004 Shirley J. Dunn 










Secretary II G7 
Departmental 





Director of Student 




Secretary I G6 
Clerk/Typist I G5 
Bus Drivers 




( 2) 1,000 











.,. . ·- .-: . - . 
Dean's Office 
001 Kenneth E. Harrell 
002 James D. Earnest 
(Sab.Lv.) 
003 
004 Mildred R. Horn 
English 
001 John H. Adams 
002 Delbert E. Hylder 
(Sab. Lv.) 
003 Jerry A. Herndon 
004 C. Robert Roulston 
005 Jean I. Lorrah 
006 C. Ronald Cella 
. · .... ,•," 
. .. · (;~·. .-.... 
·, . ·· . 
COLLEGE OF HUMANISTIC STUDIES 
2-14500 
Dean & Professor 
Supplement--Director 




for European Studies 
Administrative 
Secretary III G9 
2-11501 














... · ·. 















._ ..... __ .· <.. ' ••• -; 
.·· ·.-· 
-,... ~ . .· . 
- ..... -·-·· .:-
.·. . 
. . ·' . 
_.;- ... 
• ... 4 - '-:::_ •• --.-· ,:_ :. ·--,·~~.:;··/_:_-_·-.-~'("· ::-_~.:. 




007 Anita S. Lawson 
008 Michael M. Cohen 
009 C. H. Daughaday 
010 Kent H. Forrester 
011 Kenneth P. Tucker 
012 Wallace J. Swan 
013 A. L. Hough 
014 Thayle K. Anderson 
015 James D. Earnest 
(Sab.Lv.) 
016 Gordon J. Loberger 
017 Richard Steiger 
018 Michael G. Miller 
019 Fred H. Cornelius 
- _ _____._ -- .. -----·- .. - . 
• 







Associate Professor (A) 
Associate Professor (A) 
Associate Professor (A) 
Associate Professor (A) 
Associate Professor (A) 
Associate Professor (A) 
Associate Professor (A) 




















---.. · .. -: .. -~ .... ' 
~ ' ... 
English 
020 M. Sue Brown 
021 Helen H. Roulston 
022 Roy A. Helton, Jr. 
023 Christopher Buckley 




028 Melva J. Loveridge 
029 Teresa C. Loveridge 
Foreign Languages 
001 J. Milton Grimes 
002 John W. Ferguson 
. ·~ . 
. . ·. ·. 









Writing Specialist (l time)(17,850) 
(See 2-11805) 
Departmental 




































. ;:: . ~ .... , '· . . ,·, ,:· ' ~ . ·. -. ·. .:. .. -.. .;• . 
. -·· .. · 
. -~'- -·;,;.·' ·. ··-- ·_:;. '-· ··;· -
I 
Foreign Languages 2-11502 (Continued) 
003 Gary L. Haws Professor (A) 25,570 
004 Suzanne M. Keeslar Assistant Professor (A) 23,250 
005 Lynne M. Retford Assistant Professor (A) 20,000 
006 Christina E. Kramer Assistant Professor (A) 20,000 
I 007 Instructor (A) 18,500 
008 Claire M. Resig Departmental (9) 5.10 4,997 




001 Joseph Cartwright Chairman & Professor 39,990 
002 James W. Hammack, Jr. Professor & Director (A) 30,630 
Oral History Institute 
I 003 T. Wayne Beasley Professor (A) 29,880 
004 Roy 0. Hatton Professor (A) 28,440 
P89 
- _,..__- ---- , .. ---- ... - .. -.- . -
History 
005 Hughie G. Lawson 
006 Melvin E, Page 
007 Kenneth H. Wolf 
008 Terry W. Strieter 
(Sab. Lv.) 
009 Burton W. Folsom 
010 Charles G. Steffen 
011 Joseph T. Fuhrmann 
012 Charlotte L. Beahan 
013 Margaret B. Cloys 
Philosophy & 
Religious Studies 
001 Terry H. Foreman 
002 R. Wayne Sheeks 
.___ --- .~_...-.......;.........._ __ .,;,_, ______ _ 









































... -- ..... ~-- -: 
- -' 
.• 







003 Franklin E. Robinson 
004 Gayne R. Nerney 
005 Shirley S. Washer 
Sociology & 
Anthropology 
001 Dennis E. Poplin 
002 Wallace E. Baggett 
003 Adam B. Lanning 
004 Julie H. Lovins 
005 Kenneth C. Carstens 
006 Rose Bogal-Allbritten 
007 Steven H. Jones 





Sec ret a ry I G6 
(20 hr/wk) 
2-l1505 
Chairman & Professor 
Professor & 








-· _,. •' "~ :.~ : ., ~-... ~~·· :. 
........ __ . 
(A) 25,860 
(A) 20,000 









.. -• . . .· ; :· ··:>· ·;, .' 
Sociology & 
Anthropology 
008 Franklin W. Elwell 
009 Lillian L. Rogers 
010 Kit W. Wesler 
011 Eva F. King 





Wickliffe Mounds & 
Assistant Professor 
Departmental 
Secretary I G6 
P92 
.. ':; .. ·.- ... · . 
. ·. 










'.·· - . . -:' :-
. - ·. , . . 




COLLEGE OF INDUSTRY & TECHNOLOGY 
Dean's Office 
001 Kenneth W. Winters 
002 Barry L. Steele 




003 James G. Weatherly 
004 Marlin E. Greer 
005 William J. Whitaker 
006 Herbert H. Ringelstein 
007 William L. Call 
2-14600 
Dean & Professor 
Equipment Technician 
Administrative 





























, -· -~ ... ' ._ .... 
-·.' ·, .. 
. .'· .- -.:·:· . ·. ',' . ,_ . 
Engineering Technology 
008 Thomas R. Begley 
009 Matthew A. Dillman 
010 Roger B. Burgess 
011 John D. Mclaren 
012 Andrew C. Kellie 
013 Randall R. Swann 
014 Bonnie S. Bogart 
Graphic Arts Technology 
001 Thomas E. Gray 
002 Gene N. Bailey 
003 Stephen E. Horwood 
004 Ruth M. Perkins 
: ·.· 








Management Program & 
Assistant Professor 
Departmental 
Secretary I I G7 
2-11602 




Sec ret a ry I G6 
P94 
























: ,-~-' . 
:._.~ .. _ .. ,, . 




Industria 1 Education 
& Technology 
001 John Kruger 
002 E. M. Schanbacher 
003 Eddie R. Adams 
004 Frank W. Adelman 
005 Paul McNeary 
(LWOP) 
006 Stanley Groppel 
007 Bert A. Siebold 
008 
009 Janice L. Baker 
. ., ~ .. · .. - .. . : .-: :_ :. · ... 
2-11603 














Secretary I I G7 
P95 
. ' . . . 
.. ' .. ··.·~-: 
·' ~ .. 
/ ..... 








(A) 21 '720 
5.92 11 ,591 
238,381 
: . .. ~ ... -: 
,•'. 
.. : 
'; ·::,··' ·• .. ·.·· . . ' . ~ _ .. __ ' ,.; ... 
Safety Engineering 
& Health 
001 George V. Nichols 
002 Marvin D. Mills 
003 Merritt M. Lake 
004 Bennie L. Cooper 
005 Loretta L. Powell 
Agri cu 1 tu re 
001 James T. Long 
002 Charles H. Chaney 
003 Durwood W. Beatty 
004 John D. Mikulcik 
005 Robert L. Hendon 
006 James A. Rudolph 
· .. ·----· 
· ........ · ,·-..•, 
2-11604 




















5.20 10,190 1 
134,820 
42,300 
(A) 34' 150 
(A) 33,190 




-~· ~·. ····:·:· · .. -···: .. _- .. ··. ·- -·:.- . . 
~ . . . .· ' . . . ··'. -'·• .. 
- ~ . . 
Agriculture 
007 James D. Davis 
008 Roger L. Macha 
009 
010 Charles D. Driskill 
I 011 John D. Griffin 
012 Barry 0. Simmons 
013 Barbara D. Tutt 
014 
Agriculture Education 
I 001 Lloyd P. Jacks 
002 Eldon E. Heathcott 
003 
., . -· ·:. 











Secretary I I G7 
Departmental 




















.- ~·- .... 
. _..,,,, .. ·•· 
; . . . ·- -··' .. -~ ... ' . -
Home Economics 
001 Virginia Slimmer 
002 Alice J. Koenecke 
003 Joan L. Maupin 
004 Ann D. Carr 
005 Sally A. DuFord 
006 Mary E. Conover 
007 
008 Judith S. Payne 
009 Kathryn H. Timmons 
010 Estella K. Stepto 
011 Rebecca West 
-012 Rebecca West 
____ .............. ------·~ -- --~-----"~-
: -':. -~---.. -~ :_. 















Secretary I I G7 
Departmental 
Secretary I G6 
Departmental 

















( 9) 5.52 8,114 
(2) 5.52 972 
. . J'_; ' . 
';. ... 
.. ,, . ··-.,.:· ·.-.-·, .-·· 
..,.:. .. _ ·;,;. ..... ·""""'' ' -· ·--·-, · ... 
Home Economics 2-11402 (Continued) 
013 Honorarium 350 





. - -~----- - .,,_. ---·- -- --
..... · .. ,;.· 
· ... : ; . ·.:· , .. 
'·"'-":·.· :'·',·'. ·.·· 
I 
Military Science 2-11605 
001 LTC Charles M. Knedler U.S. Army 
002 MAJ(P)W. Dan Farris U.S. Army 
003 MAJ James Bryant U.S. Army 
004 CPT Arran C. Geisler U.S. Army 
005 CPT John V. Klemencic U.S. Army I 
006 SG~1 Elvis Green U.S. Army 
007 ~1SG Aray A. Barron U.S. Army 
008 SFG r~arvin D. Zachmeyer U.S. Army 
009 GS5 Joe B. Lawrence U.S. Army 
010 GS5 Faye Wells U.S. Army 
I 
PlOD 
. - ·.·,.": .- ·-. :':_. _, ·. -. 
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I 
Library 
001 Coy L. Harmon 
002 Keith M. Heim 
003- Yushi n Yoo 
I 004 R. Marilyn McFadden 
005 Jetta C. Culpepper 
006 T. P. Sholar 
007 Rachel Christopher 
008 Ernie R. Bailey 
I 009 Celia J. Wall 
010 John B. Griffin 
.· ~ ·:·· .,.: ,, 
OTHER ACADEMIC 
2-14800 
Dean of Libraries 
& Associate Professor 
Head, Special 
Collections & Professor 
Head, Reference 
& Professor 
Head, Cataloging & 
Associate Professor 
Head, Acquisitions 
& Associate Professor 
Cataloger & 
Associate Professor 
Head, Periodicals & 
Associate Professor 
Head, Circulation & 
Assistant Professor 
Reference Librarian 
& Assistant Professor 
Reference Librarian 













; . :·· 
Library 
011 Michael A. Clark 
012 Quava C. Honchul 
013 
014 
015 Cynthia J. Slade 
016 Edith A. Mathis 
017 Susan K. Dunman 
018 Marilyn J. Barrett 
019 Mary F. Brown 
020 June S. Whitford 
2-14800 (Continued) 
Head, Documents & 
Assistant Professor 
Head, Legal 




Curriculum Resources (A) 
Librarian & Assistant 
Professor 
Reference & 









Sec ret a ry I I G8 
Administrative 

















• • ' wo .......... . 
· .. ·. 
- -·: . '<'"•"' •• 
i. -.. ;' .. , -~ ·-~-.:' .-:-.~-, . . __ ,.· .. - .. : 
~- '~-- :: .. : .. :.:_·. ___ •. -····~-. 
Library 
021 
022 Anita R. Mansfield 
023 Betty A. Hornsby 
024 Linda F. Fulkerson 
025 Carol A. Pritchard 
026 Susan J. Adams 
027 Norma J. Richerson 
028 Willa D. Rodgers 
029 Rose I. Wilson 
030 Emma J. Ramsey 





Secretary I G7 
Administrative 
Secretary I G7 
Library Assistant I 
G7 
Library Assistant I 
G7 
Library Assistant I 
G7 
Library Clerk II 
G5 
Library Clerk II 
G5 . 
Library Clerk II 
G5 
Library Clerk I G4 














. . ;:: .. 
··--' 
......... , ... 
•'' .· . ·· .. 
Library 
032 Betty J. Collins 
033 Gloria L. Albritten 
034 
035 Sandra K. McClure 
036 Debra L. Hooks 
037 Yolanda J. Harvey 
038 Aleeah L. McGinnis 
039 
Faculty Resource Center 
001 C. Tracy Harrington 
002 Mark G. Underwood 
003 Patricia A. Clement 
~· .. 
; .. 
·: , .. ~- I' . "" ·•• .. . ;,· ~-'. ! . . , '.· .. •.· ' .... ··.: ~--··<< ;_ ... . ' : _:;,.: ... !. '·.= . 
2-14800 (Continued) 
Library Clerk I G4 
Library Clerk I G4 
Library Clerk I 
G4 
Library Clerk I G4 
Library Clerk I G4 
Library Clerk I G4 








(11) Y, time 






















..... . '• .. .. : . . ···:- :·· ·. . ·' 
:.··· 
I 
Faculty Resource Center 
004 Marian M. Posey 
005 
006 Kathleen Fleming 




001 Linda Sawicki 
MARC 
I 001 Bill L. Coker 
---:.--,~-- _-...-.c;_~ 








Secretary I G7 
Media Resources 































.. ~:~ ._: 
·:·' -·· : .. --. ·.. ' . 







001 Darwin P. Kelsey 
002 David Conzett 
003 
_ ............... -. _ ......... ~~___.. . -·- __ .,_ __ .. 
''·:~ .... :.'' ~ ., -..: <. 



























. . ~ ' .. ~ .. ·-· .. · . : . . . -. . .. 
I 
Administrative Services 
001 Bruce E. Brown 
002 Ellwood Kern 
003 Lisa S. Joiner 
I 004 Mildred H. Simpson 
005 Judy Crunk 
. 006 Clarence H. King 
007 Sarah West 
008 Penny J. Ruark 
I 009 Paula J. Varner 
010 Sharon Sue Wright 
. . - . . . 
.. ' ... . ,-; ·, ~ ''!-"' ;• . ' ... 
-~--
,; ..... 




















Laboratory Aide G4 
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-·. · .. ·. 
Administrative Services 
011 Anthony P. Mclaughlin 
012 Hubert Eaves 
013 Margaret A. Oldham 
Serology 
001 William D. Cornell 
002 Louis A. Stuart 
· 003 Kathryn J. Higgins 
004 Judith A. Craft 
Virology 
001 Harry Hhitaker 
002 Carolyn Alderson 





















. ' . . 
. ' ..• -· 















-;'".i: .• ~~·.'••··:· ••••. ·, •.••• ·~ •. • ., •• , ., ,· • ••• ' .... · 
I 
Virology 
003 Laura B. Clark 
004 Faye Byers 
~1i crobi o 1 ogy 
001 
I 002 Roxanna L. Maddux 
003 Sharon Greer 
· 004 Myra T. Blanchard 
005 Teresa D. Burks 
Patholog 
I 001 Wade L. Kadel 
002 Bruce G. Mclaughlin 















Laboratory Aide G4 
2-13804 
Veterinarian IV 
Director & Professor 
Head, Pathology 
Department & Assistant 
Professor 
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Pathology 
003 Hashim N. Abid 
004 
005 John T. Goad 
006 Hollis E. Litchfield 
007 Ka ro 1 a W. Do a k 
008 Pamela S. Adams 
009 Sharron W. Smith· 
010 Shirley H. Wilson 
011 Constance J. McGaha 
012 Larry ~1. Smith 
013 Carl G. Snyder 
-----~ __ .. ______ -------- _ _.. . .,_ -- _ _.:.. ~ 
·-. ··-:' .·. ;- .. _ ~ : .' . 
2-13804 (Continued) 
Veterinarian III & 
Assistant Professor 
Veterinary 









Case Initiator G11 






















--. . -· . ' 
·- .- . .:-
,,.. . -· ... -.c ....... :/. 




·. . ~ . -
-~ '. ....... . , .. . 
Pathology 





001 Charles E. Herren 
002 Terry D. Canerdy 
.... -. 
. ;. 
~ .,_ ._-- .•: - --
·'. . -~ 
. ... , . 
2-13804 (Continued) 
Lab Animal 
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··, - -->: ·. :-.-_,. . .. ;_. ~~- ~-., ~-
-· '. 
Food Services 
001 Joe R. Dyer 
002 Barbara D. Hart 
003 Margie Y. Armbruster 
004 Verna P. Lax 
005 Anna Mae Thurman 
006 Theda M. Farris 
007 Rebecca L. Haley 
008 
009 
SuEervisors - GlO 
010 James Hargis 
~- '-
__ ._,·;,<.~- --~· .. -.. ·." -----·~ '.· . - . .:·~_,_· ' 
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:- ':-·.·' .... ·_;~,_ ''::_'. \' 
3-19000 (Continued) 
Supervisors - G10 (Continued) 
011 Eno 1 a Long 
012 Dorothy S. Miller 
013 Mary L. Outland 
014 Carole Cassidy 
~~~ 015 Ruth Cunningham 
016 David A. Cassidy 
017 Keith L. Skinner 
Butcher - G7 
018 Glen D. Edwards 
Cashiers - G6 
019 Marilyn L. Erwin 
I 020 Katherine Lewis 
021 Winnie J. Tobey 

























Cashiers - G6 (Continued) 
022 Virginia M. Gray 
023 Donna M. Hurt 
Bakers - G6 
024 Jacqueline Armstrong 
025 Rhonda F. Lamb 
026 Wanda J. Henry 
027 Donna G. Cobb 
. Stockroom - G6 
028 Jack Miller 
029 Pat I. Johnston 
030 Jeff S. Culver 
Banquet Coordinator - G6 
031 Polly Erwin 
Cooks - G5 
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~-.: __ \····. . ~ '' . . .--: ] .. •. ':'· 
I 
Food Services 
Cooks - G5 (Continued) 
033 Carolyn G. Bomar 
034 James L. Geurin 
035 Martha S. Belcher 
036 I. Louise Hill 
~~~ 037 Eva G. Orr 
038 Samantha Lowery 
039 Griselda Morgan 
040 Melanie McManamy 
041 Mary A. Rogers 
042 Lucy Ti dwe 11 
I 043 Gary W. Pace 
044 Willodean Walker 
045 Janice F. Duncan 
~-----·......:.....-- . __ ... _ _.... __ .. ___ ----
. .... · 
' ·'· . :-:·. ··;-
... 
.. · . 
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Food Services 
Cooks - G5 (Continued) 
046 Jerry Michael Vance 
047 Sandra M. Tanner 
Salad Workers - G4 
048 Barbara C. Karnes 
049 Margaret Cole 
050 M. Beauton Osborne 
051 Martha Windsor 
· 052 Judy A. Hale 
053 Cheryl A. Manning 
Serving line- G4 
054 Wanda Garland 
055 linda Black 
056 Eulene Burkeen 
057 Dorothy Taylor 
-- • .4-_ ____ .._ ~-- ~- ----~-----~....__ -- -~-
. .. - ,, .-.. 
. -.. ~ ' . 
; .,. 













































Serving Line- G4 (Continued) 
058 Elaine H. Harrison 
059 Patricia Wilkerson 
060 Shirley A. Bushway 
061 Mary Hurt 
Snack Bar - G4 
062 Evelyn L. Bayless 
063 Deborah L. Newsome 
.· 064 Nell C. Outland · 
065 Cathy Pennington 
066 Rosetta T. Gibson 
067 Wanda M. Canup 
068 Jackie F. McDaniel 
069 Barbara T. Alexander 
................. __ . ----·-· _._.., ,.___.____ ____ -- ...... _....._ --
'- ·.- -: ·,. :. ·-. · ... -. 
. . . 
; . ,_ ·: ~ .'< \{' ...:'(-~ ,,;.,..;_'}<~"-·-~{ .... : ';j;:·;\·:~.::,···-~:·~~;.t: .. ,~ ~-~:--...,~-·-.-.. ' -.. '• . ''""•. . - . .. . ·-:;-:.-...:·. 
3-19000 (Continued) 
51 weeks 4.63 9,435 
41 weeks 4.90 8,041 
41 weeks 4.44 7,281 
51 weeks 4.93 10,059 
41 weeks 4.90 8,041 
51 weeks 4.79 9,771 
41 weeks 4.70 7,703 
51 weeks 4. 70 9,582 
51 weeks 4.63 9,435 
41 weeks 4.70 7,703 
51 weeks 4.44 9,057 
41 weeks 4.63 7,585 
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Food Services 3-19000 (Continued) 
Snack Bar - G4 (Continued) 
070 Cheryl J. Hudson 41 weeks 
071 Myrna C. Phillips 41 weeks 
Beverage Line - G3 
072 James E. Wyatt 51 weeks 
073 Randall L. Oeding 41 weeks 
074 41 weeks 
Dishroom Workers - G2 
075 Sharon M. Scott 41 weeks 
076 Glenna F. Harris 41 weeks 
077 Augusta Williams, Jr. 41 weeks 
078 Betty J. Crittendon 41 weeks 
079 Joette Black 41 weeks 
080 Vicki E. Hosford 51 weeks 
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Food Services 3-19000 (Continued) 
Dishroom Workers - G2 (Continued) 
081 Shirley L. Joyce 
082 Barbara Sanders 
083 Cheryl D. Pierce 
084 Thilda Watson 
I 085 Shirley Scott 
086 
087 Reams M. Atkins 
088 Carolyn R. Scott 
089 Judith K. Duncan 
090 Jonathan 0. Crass 
I 091 Henry B. Willoughby 



























:: . ·· ... .... ·. 
I . : ~ .• , • .• .. ·:: ·.~'""'•· . ..._._, .. l· '··.·~·· . · .... 
.· : . ' .· ' .. · 
Food Services 3-19000 (Continued) 
Pots & Pans - G2 (Continued) 
093 Jean Raney 51 weeks 
094 Joe L. Davis 41 weeks 
095 Delphine Colson 41 weeks 
Special Cleaning - 51 weeks 
096 Pat W. Elkins Supervisor G10 
097 John D. Roberts Custodian G2 
' 
098 John E. Canup Custodian G2 
099 William A. Davis Custodian G2 
100 Hafford H. Smith Custodian G2 
101 Homer D. Crass Custodian G2 
Married Housing 3-19102 
001 Thurman N. Cowan, Jr. Custodian G2 
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I 
' ... , .. :·. . . ~­
-, ... 
Residence Ha 11 s 
·.:- : _.,' 
001 David T. Blackburn 
002 
003 William J. Pratt 
004 Euel Burkeen 
I 
005 
006 Dwain Dugger 
· 007 Ade 11 K. Perry · 
008 Mary S. Black 
009 Thomas Hamilton 
Ill 010 Gladys Gupton 
011 Clifton Shelby 
012 Cathern S. Wyatt 
·-~--
....... 
·' ·. · .. · 
3-19103 
·- · .... 
Assistant Director 
of Housing for Operations 
Coordinator of 
Resident Services & 





Custodian Leader G4 






















·.-. ·; ::·:.· ·'·. 
Residence Halls 
013 Linda S. Lamb 
014 Andrea C. Fouts 
015 Myrtle M. Duncan 
016 
017 Mary E. Jones 
018 Robert L. Sims 
019 Harold B. Hutson 
· 020 Ida J. Walker 
021 Ruth A. Muskgrow 
022 Helen Paschall 
023 Alberta M. Underhill 
024 Jewell A. Guthrie 
- . -=----~- ----~-~-- ~----·;_,_---..... .. ____ ~-. ·-~ 
. .~· . 












































. ·. ~ . ··-~ 
- .. ,. 
··:· ,"·· ....... , . •. . . .' .. ·· .. , 
. ·.;., .·· . 
: ... .. : . . :- ,· . ·--· .. ""~ ·~·., ,. 
I 
Residence Ha 11 s 3-19103 (Continued) 
025 Linda Hewitt-Torbett Residence Hall (9) 4.17 4,904 
Receptionist G3 
(30 hr/wk) 
026 Denise D. Bumphis Residence Hall (9) 4.53 5,327 
Receptionist G3 
(30 hr/wk) 
027 Loretta M. Hartter Residence Hall 
Receptionist G3 
(9) 4.17 4,907 
(30 hr/wk) 
028 Linda Rogers Residence Hall (9) 4.45 5,233 
I Receptionist G3 (30 hr/wk) 
029 Betty E. Mollaun Residence Hall (9) 4.17 4,907 
Receptionist GS 
(30 hr/wk) 
030 Sylvia Thomas Residence Hall (9) 4.55 5,350 
Receptionist G3 
(30 hr/l~k) 
031 Residence Hall 
Receptionist G3 
(9) 4.17 4,907 
(30 hr/wk) 
032 Phyllis A. Slaughter Residence Ha 11 (9) 4.20 4,939 
Receptionist G3 
(30 hr/wk) 
I 033 Tina A. Miller Residence Ha 11 ( 9) 4. 20 4,939 Receptionist G3 (30 hr/wk) 
034 Hall Security Staff 62,094 (Students 32 hr/wk) 
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.:!- -. ,_ 
001 Charles R. Duncan 
002 Bobby L. Dunn 
003 Elton E. Herndon 
004 Judy S. Shoffner 
005 J. C. Schroader 
006 Nathan Roberts 
007 Jeffrey D. Pierce 
~ --~-·- --- ---··- ----- -----·-··~- .· 
·.: :. 







Bowling Mechanic G9 
Custodian Leader G4 
Custodian G2 
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University Bookstore 
001 Bobby D. McDowell 
002 Jack L. Vaughn 
003 Jimmy D. Graham 
004 Dorothy E. Dey 
005 Faye Travis 
006 Katherine Thweatt 
007 R. Jo Leslie 
008 Mary L. Rudolph 
009 Joyce K. Tyler 
010 Gracie L. Hopkins 
011 M~ry D. (JWer,, 




. ,," ' .' 
Manager 
. . •' 
.. •" ·-. 
Assistant Manager 
Receiving & 
Inventory Agent G8 
Secretary/ 
Bookkeeper G7 
Clerk/Typist I G5 
Clerk/Typist I G5 
Cashier II G5 
Cashier II G5 
Cashier I G4 
Cashier I G4 
Sales Clerk G4 







' 5. 61 10,976 
5.24 10,2631 
4.97 9,734 


















Leave without Pay 
Name 
Carolyn J. Lane 
Jackie F. McDaniel 
Carol A. Pritchard 





Harry H. Dill 
'. 
Hilton Grimes 
Assignment Salary Effective 
Assoc. Prof., Chemistry One-half 8/1/85--5/31/86 
Assoc. Prof., Philosophy One-half 8/1/85--5/31/86 
& Religious Studies 
Assoc. Prof., Biology One-half 8/l/85--5/31/86 
Assoc. Prof., History One-half 8/1/85--5/31/86 
Assignment Effective 
Adm. Secretary, Housing 
Snack Bar Wkr, Food Services 
Library Assistant, Library 





8/1/85--5/31/86 Assoc. Prof., Ind. Ed. & Technology 
Assignment 
Interim Chair, Political 
Science & Legal Studies 
Assoc. Basketball Coach 
& Instructor 
Chairman, Foreign Lang. 
Salary Effective 
$250 p/mo stipend for 
as Chair 7/1/85 
$35,540 p/yr 4/1/85 
duties 
$250 p/mo stipend for duties 
as Chair 7/1/85 
Summer Professional Development Grants and Instructional Improvement Grants 
Name 
Owen Haseley 
W. F. Edwards 
















Political Science/Legal Studies 
Political Science/Legal Studies 
Political Science/Legal Studies 
Elementary & Secondary Education 
Elementary & Secondary Education 
Elementary & Secondary Education 
Ed. Leadership & Counseling 
Ed. Leadership & Counseling 
Health, Physical Ed. & Recreation 




















Mary Jane Timmerman 
Carroll Harrison 




Gordon Loberger English 
Delbert Wylder English 
Charlotte Beahan History 
Hughie Lawson History 
Terry Strieter History 
Kenneth Wolf History 



















Safety Engineering & Health 








VP Academic Affairs' Office & 
Ed. Leadership & Counseling 
Computer Studies & College of 




























INSTRUCTI~NAL IMPROVEMENT GRANTS - FACULTY RESOURCE CENTER 
Jeffrey Anderson 
Arlene Courtney ' 























*Dr. Eldredge is taking his leave over two summers. 
is for the 1st month (July 1-31, 1985). His second 
the summer of 1986. 
The above salary 
month will be during 
